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This is a Preliminary Report in which an effort has bsen 
made to compile available information on the physical &n& 
engineering principles Involved in the design* bonding. 
Inspection and testing of adhesive bonfs, especially or 
those types most freauently BS«4 in ordxitme*5 devices„ 

iel<! i» fr»?mftrttary and inadequate 

at 
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and it is hoped that 
users of this report 
for incorporation in 
2273 (Restricted) is 
engineering data on adhesives 
form for use in specific adhesive 

va!n*,ble experiences cb^sined by the 
•sill be u?ad<4 available to the authors 
subsequent revisions„ NAVORD Report 
a companion to this Report and contains 

adhp^sn^? in loose leaf 
bond design problems, 

0*9* A 

as well a3 abstracts of government and commercial specifica- 
tions on adheslves. These Reports were prepared at the 
request of the Bureau of Ordnance under NOL Task Relb-450, 
entitled "Adhesives for Ordnance Use", Large segments 
of the field of adhesives technology remain controversial 
to date. The opinions expressed in this Report are those 
of the authors and are published for information only. 
The Laboratory wishes to express its appreciation to 
Dr. G, M. Kline and Mr. F. W. Relnhart of the National 
Bureau of Standards for granting permission to reproduce 
their valuable paper on "The Fundamentals of Adhesion" 
which had been published earlier in "Mechanical Engineering" 
end in the "Paper Trade •Tourmil"0 

W, G. SCHINDLER 
Bear Admiral. DSN 
Commander 
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which is a first order approximation assuming small strains & 
and which is useful with some Betels, is not appropriate 
for use in the design of an adhesive bond in view of the 
viscofaiastic properties and non-linear stress-strain rel?_- .1 
tionshlps which are characteristic of all hut  the most «| 
brittle and highly crosslinked polymeric substances from 
which adnesives are compounded.    From a  statistical view- 
point adhesive bonds exhibit distributions of mechanical 
strengths which sr? scatters sore widely than those 
observed in metals for reasons which are not well under- 
stood.    Lastly, a material may be tested as an adhesive 
only by testing a structure containing a bonded  layer of 
the material,  the stresr distributions in which are not 
yet defined.    In fact, the actual mechanical strengths of 
materials in a bond cannot be characterized except in 
terms of the net strength of the particular assembly tested, 
and adhesives can be compared only by comparing the perform- 
ance of given bonded assemblies,. 

In view of the difficulties associated with the chemical, 
lueehanical and statistical aspects of the technology of 
adhesives,  together with the limited market for adhesives, 
no great effort has been applied by industrial Interests 
toward the development of this field very far beyond the 
status of an art. and the development of improved adhesives 
has hzvti to great extent a "cut and try" process, with great 
reliance being placed on consumer acceptance for further 
direction of chemical formulation,, 

i 

In turn, the engineer is forced ^o approach his design 
problems in a similar fashion, using his best judgment as 
to the materials, processes and geometries to employ and 
evaluating Ms decisions by studying the performance and 
reliability of the finished structure From the ordnance 
engineer's point of view the main drawbacks to the use of 
*.n adhesive bond include the reputation of adhesives for        ] 
low reliability the relative backwa 'd^ess of the technology 
Of adhesives and the scarcity of useful information on the 
thousands of adhesives which are available commercially« \ 
liowever, the advantages of adhesive bonds over mechanical        ! 
and other means of attachment, particularly the ability I 
of an adhesive to spread stresses in a weak structural 
material and to bear heavy loads together with dielectric 
characteristics, sealant properties u.nd ease of fabrication 
without vibration or shock and sometimes without heat- 
make an adhesive bond attractive to the engineer and impel 
him tc muddle through a bond design despite the attendant 
uncertainties., 
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practical importance using the theory developed by Goland 
and Reissner, the results of which are Included in the 
Section  In addition, the various theories of strength 
fracture and creep are discussed briefly in relation to the 
behav or of adhesive bond- 

In Section III the authors have set forth a framework 
for a systematic approach to the design of an adhesive bond, 
which framework is now in the process of rieveiopment at this 
Ig Kr>T».o +r ftr TSo     avo*o«    la     1 nn«at>ahTl«     < n    i fe     nync ant-    fV»*«r«    A\;& 

to the lack of accurate descriptions of stress concentrations 
in adhesive bonds and due to a lack of definitive data on the 
statistical distribution of strength after exposure to service 
environments,,    However it is presented  to show the trends in 
thinking whiuh may lead  to an tolerable sysfcamatiw appr-Cweh 
as further research and development is carried out.    For the 
immediate assistance of the design engineer practical advice 
Is given regarding the many factors which are involved in a 
design problem. 

In treating the topic of bonding processes in Section IV 
the subject has baen approached  in a  ganeral way,  covering the 
available forms of adhesives,  spreading techniques,  the 
assembly  of the bond,  the application of force and  the heating 
of the bond.    Specific directions  for the use of proprietary 
edhesives are set forth in the companion report along with the 
properties of the  adhesives. 

Test methods and   Inspection procedures are described  and 
discussed  in Section V,  the aim being   to acquaint the engineer 
with those methods which are available and with current opinions 
relating to their theory sn^   validity as well as to discuss the 
usefulness of the dsta obtainable by this use.    The inspection 
of completed bonds is discussed and tho various methods which 
have been prop*--*?*?.-!  for- this purpose ar-* described. 

A  glossary of terms is given in Section VI *    This glossary 
was developed by the  ASTM Committee D-xA on Adherives and has 
befen modified by the authors to  a rain©;* extent as dicist-ed by 
circumstances* 

Section   II.     THK0RETIC\L BACKGROUND 

The Fiuidamenta^s of Adh^sjLon (1}   -  G.  M. Klme(i?)  and 
F.  tf.  iieinhajci i *' 

The most  significant  fa.it.or in adhesi:>n is  x.hu molecule? 
attraction operative between  the  z Wi m«d  md   '<.')u &dhe«ive. 

4 

<1/     Xhls paper w«s  published   in "rIhe i'aper Trade Journal*' 
in 1950 and  is  reporduced  with  th«* permission of the 
authors. 

(2)    Nations]! Bureau of Standards, Washington,  D, C„ 
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There are many physical factors which affect the strength of 
a bond by  determining the closeness of contact of the adherend 
and adhesive, by altering the surface area involved, jr by 
influencing the stress conditions in the Joint cither as 
initially formed or under external loading. A3though some 
of the strength of a bond between an adhesive ind a porous 
surface car. be attributed to tendrils of adhe?;lve ohich enter 
the pores, this mechanical irterpenetration can not account 
f--,v   smr-a   rhars   s 1 ,    * *.«-»«.   — *   4-u*    t.-.•>,-.-    ,,*• mn-•>«.*v. iui     IUUJ C     «,l'ai"    a     ;moii    .s £ a - ... j v>>;    Vi      vuc     JUJU; ,      : 1,1 s>»f, vu» 

Evidence has accumulated from meny pertinent fields which 
Indicates that molecular attractive forces are primarily 
responsible for the bond between any two surfaces, 

r 
I 

j-he  vypes 01   cnaauLcux  oonuc   ij»«i««j 
sion will be reviewed first In this paper. 

Xlk    OytSmX J.M 
followed by 

&dhe~ 
s 

discussion of various physical factors which affect bond 
oil «riip, 

CHEMICAL FACTORS  IN ADHFCJOil 

i : 

and residual bonding attraction force?, eoaaonly known as 
van dei  Waal forces, which are referred to as aticondady 
Vft.lencfe bond a-, 

PRIMARY BONDS 

E jlectrostatic bontfa.    Electrostatic or polar bonds 
are the type whichact to hold together the atoms in  :caunon 
salts.    An element immediately preceding a  rare gas in the 
periodse tabl*s Is strongly electronegative, whereas one 
immediately following it is  strongly electropositive,,    There 
is a  tendency on fche part of the reactive elements to chen^e 
their configurations to conform with  those of the rare pases, 
which are  i-ems rkably inert„    Thus,  an 8 torn of potassiom 
eombints with one of chlorine by means of an electron transfer 
which results In the configuretion of prgon for each,. 

w»»*a*-«»»^< Mfl Trsryar-aBcr 
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By means of this mutual claim on the transferred electron 
Si, •*• > *.ons -sill remain closely associated with one another as 
C" ass. .- chloride. This association sin t»e interfered with, 
however, as by solution in water* in which cese the potassium 
chlorid-2 will dissociate Into chlorine as a negative ion and 
potassium as a positive ion. If the water Is removed oy evapo- 
ration, there iot>s will align tnemseives to form a crystal 
lattice.  In such a solid the attractive forces between the 
oppositely charged ions, except thoss on the surface, will be 
satisfied. However, in an amorphous solid seme of the attractive 
polar forces will not be satisfied because of the random distri- 
bution of the ions. 

Co-valent bonds. These; are the type which act to hold 
together the atoms of carbon, hydrogen, and other elements in 
organic compounds.  It is also this type of bond which holds the 
atoms together in diatomic gases., such as chlorine. A eo-vaiens 
bond is one formed by t-ao  atoms sharing electrons in such, a  way 
as to aicount for th« stability of each in attaining the rar^ 
pas configuration.. Thus, in the chlorine molecule eac;i £ torn 
require? en electron to complete its outer shell. 
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In  this  molecule   the  nositlve attraction of the nuclei;.'   of ea-i: 
atom  is  equally greet  on each of  the  two negative charges  of 
the  sha-e^f   pair.     Substances   forffied   by  such  bond*.' do  not  ionize 
In solution*     In the case of carbon,  it has an outer  sheii of 
four electrons which  it will share in ccvalent bonds with other 
atoms   Ui obtain a  stable outer  shell  structure of eight   electron* 
In  stable gas methane It  shares an electron with  each of  four 
hydroren atoms 

C 4H « 

In the •. rycta]ilne  form of carbon  (diav 

with each of four other carbon atoms. 
It  shares an electron 

Th.re 1: a specie eyre of co-valent bonrl which Involves 
sharing of electrons by an atom in a norrar.ily stable compound 
with other atom?:. For example, the ?ulfur atom in dimethyl 
sulfide ha?, formed two normal co-valent bonds with two c&rbon 
atoms tc bring about the completion of cs full corcrlsroent of 
eight  electrons  in its outer  shell. 

0 

H: c; 
a *• 

** 
CHj- H-   C   -S   -CHo 

0 

However,   this compound  can take on two oxygen atoms to form 
dimethy.!   sulfon<-:s   in  Ship compound  the  sulfur atom  is  shsring 
four of its  electrons with two oxygen atoms  in addition  to 
sharing  its c      :r   two electrons  in normal co-valent bonds with 
carbon      Such bonds  formed  in normaliy saturated  compounds are 
called  coordinate co-valent bonds 

'his  same tfiechanlca is     ''•••'  to explain another phencmenon 
oecarrirg  in organic moleculesj  namely,   the cheiate conpcunds„ 

;coiiar  properties of the hydra v.e of  the  sodium derivative 
i£..yi nfcetonn indicate t'na*c  this  mbstanee may be repre- 

y the formula 

— O OH 

7 

The  pui 
of  ben; 

-1» ' -<» 

V 

\ 
/ 

HC A/A 
/' 

r;:.:;::o \ 

H. C 3/4 
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In which the arrow indicates that two electrons are contribute 1 
by each such oxygen atom, It K*11 be noted that In effect seven 
«%*! gk #*•"•* i*,*f*«s    «••***     H«"i ' • T-> rr     ttVin -rt£w4    «•* +• V^    4- *•» r*     e.*\.4 4 %-«m    a^-^-.tn    •"#-»     *t 4 xro    ^ "•*     atl 

outer ; hell structure of eight electron*.    If the rwo ssoieci-'1 es 
of water were present as water of cryFtsiliz&tion,  the compound 
should  have the same chemical properties as  the anhydrone  salt 
is  insoluble in toluene, whereas the hydrate is  soluble,   Indi <= 
eating  that a differ nt compound  has   been formed  by coordinate 
eo'Vaitnt bonding with the water notscuies. 

Similarly,   evidence indicates that the  phenolic hydropen in 
salicyjaldehyde is itself linked  to  the oxygen or  the aldehyde 
group by a coordinate co-Vilent bond. 

This  leads  to a  very important  case o^ this  type of bonding «- 
namely,,   the formation of hvdroeen bridges between molecules., 
Many substances cent   :-'.;./ hydroxyi groups exhibit this structure 
and  even water h^s been shown to have a trimerie structure in 
ice.    Thus,  coordinate co~valent  bond„ng may be an  important 
factor in adhesion between substances containing hydroxyl or 
related  groups 

Me 
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SECOFfD&KS BO K1>S 

Van der Wa.2ls forces are resronslble for the ?.o~col?ed 
secondary bonds between substances as contrasted with the primary 
bonds - -  electrostatic,  co-valent 8nd metallic  -- which are 
based on the potent forces of attraction between atomic nuclei 

8 
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and oDlta'I  electrons.    When  such  primary ooiius &i^ iormed, 
the positive and  negative charge? of the  participating atoms 
are no. completely neutralised.    There  remain .in many molecule? 
residue]   energies which are very nearly of rtnble bond  forming 
mspnit ides.     Van der waals   provided   equations  for calculating 
the magnitudes of these residual attractive  force?  fcr aix 
vubstn ice?.     These forces  are greater  for  the molecuJes of com- 
pounds  than  fo;   molecules  of  elements or   In'-rt  atoms,   thus 
Srdl ca :i nr  that   .meeua ]  distribution of charter  atcornt:;   for 
the  iuTf?   residual  force  field.     The  mere asymmetric   the  roie- 
cule,   ,ho greater  the Van ^fr .Vaals  ion es v. I 1,1   fe«s»     These 
secondary  bor-dlnp   force? ftTW or --onrlderav.!•-   rl ?• i,i f.1 canoe  in 
the adhesive  behavior of cemrJnx  rubr-t*>r:^t-r.?, 

V,.;n rier ..'aa Is  forces,  can be attrl bnte-d   zc, three i| iTerent 
effect:*:     (1)   the orientation  effect of  permanent   electric 
dlpoles;   (?)   the  induction effect  rf  permanent dlyoles on 
polarI:,able molecules;  and   (.5)   the dlsr<-rslon  effect  ^f interns' 
electron motions Independent  o^ dipole corf-ents,     These  effects 
car. be better underwood  by  cons'derlnp  tne peomstry  of raoJe- 
cules  ••. nd  sJhfiif behavior In an electric  fleln. 

Cvientstior  forces      Hbleeulll   in irhiefc  the  center.s of 
mass  of   the   for1!tiff   and   negative  charge?  are  not  col ric.dene 
because of asymmetric internal   structure  possess an electric 
moment    i.e.,'  they have an electric dipole..    in the organic 
field,  molecular  cereal nirw  oxygon,   nitrogen,   sulfur,   and 
halogen atom?   possess   permanent   eiectri:-  dipoles       Such 
moleca.es  tend  to orient themselves  In a  uniform e'lectr:. 
flela,  attempt:?.,?  to align themselves t?lth the dipole arris 
parallel to  the  direction Qf the  field.     Even without an 
GTpiiec   riierf-.c   field*   dipole Tiulc.cMl.e'   can  exert  an  orient In.-7 

influence  ;>n  s'-ntllar molecules  by attraction between   U10  unlike 
pole?  iT  ea.. h . 

Induction forces.     Molecule.-  '.vhlch do  r* t  pessers m 
permimnt dipo t morreut    with   !,Lr- excfepl itsri of  the inert yz~cs, 
ray  oe  poj.arlrmd  by  piavlnp   th^r.:  %i\ a  uniform  electric  i4*«li! 
':)ne~  ''her? tw;.   -m%w* ®r*«  pt*s$nn4 only  t)y  -.hi>.  external   "I*4 id, 
the  T.'i'. ecu i. P   >!*•?   $1 id   ~o   :v~ff;: '   $ .*sfTu€**.d  dipole irsmertts .     '"he 
permanent  d'spo'-c   of   inffjvt*#T 'no Lf'cii'1 =   cftfi  serve   fc4   Induce  U.H 
i' .    -   1    ^ 'lit-   -        JJ    .    _    1    .           ..':,». ...   ;    ,. ,.        ,     .. „ ,    4*        .  ,.. ... «. d. ~ ,.     1   L—-^        _._   "«    -    -        -»   - r~ 
J J t* JL'J ,.        :.ur   'i.'ii.'t^   !i"jifi:uAv.o   -3i'.  ,    •   .     _C)C;rG7    ..-:.!. O    ' O X i C: 7."T. 

addi r.ic m 1 If  ftf   .he   ^xti-r;"^'   « ' t-c ti j t.   field.     f:;e
f~   !. "lu^es 

forc:G  are   -rr;:. ' J   ccn--.)rir^'1   '.•ilh   • >o -ir 1 ei-ta I: -;.  u:,d   U • p'-rsjon 
forces   Involve-     Sn  s •Jconctary   f.-'f:-;;. 

D:« c-ner-lc.''!   'orciS;     Forces  -•",,'   itd raccif.i.   i:X'i.-':".  ev^n be-r.'^efv. 
atom? cf  the   t'ic.'t  P n-e:    In  ffci-rSi   L^-rp   :. •   ^flj^rlfelt   ^y-u.^try 
of  the rv:a*«'o  *-Jr. 1l3.>   ^W    ;^-.uc  ! ••   .;••" HIv** -^- •'   »?*   ';"?^:t-/n 
effe.'.r: ,     ?>ii'   •     nr--   r1"*-rr   !r-^     ^..U:'   ? ;• :    . • ; r ' V.\. gj. r i f    r,   .->~.e 
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Interactions always occurring between electron systems because 
of constantly shifting electron positions. They are present 
in all molecules as residual valence force.'?. These dispersion 
forces are never as powerful as the orientation forces„ 

De bruyne (I) has pointed cut that the orientation and 
dispersion forces correspond, respectively, to those operative 
in the hydrophilic or polar liquids such as water* ami the 
hydrophobic or nonpolar liquids, such as benzene. The fact 
that thsse two liquids do not mi* is attributable to the strength 
of the orientation forces between the permanent dipoles of the 
water molecules, aqueeeing out the adjacent benzene molecules. 
Similar considerations may be exp3cted to apply to the inter- 
action between an adhesive and an adherendo In general, strong 
joiiitj, to polar adherends arc net obtained rith nor.peli^r sdh*»- 
sives, and vice versa. Thus, wood calls for hydrophilic or 
polar"adhesives while rubber requires hydrcphobic or nonpolar 
adhesivesc Furthermore, nonpolar adhesives, which must rely 
mainly on dispersion forces, should not be expected to produce 
benda as strong as those of polar adhesives which can possess 
orientation attractions many times greater than can bo produced 
by dispersion forces, De Bruyne cite? this as a possible expla- 
nation for the fact that the roost effective method of rubber 
bonding appears io depend upon producing primary bonds, e0g0» 
by the reaction of sulfur with both the rubber molecule and the 
adhererd a 

CHEMICAL NATURE OF SURFACES 

A knowledge of the chemical nature of surfaces is necessary 
%>      in order to understand the mechanism of bond formation between 

adhesives and adherendsc 

The suffaces of solids are entirely different from their 
internal structures* The simple treatments of grinding and 
polishing differ very greatly in their effects on surface nature,. 
In meteIs, especially. X ray diffraction patterns show that 
grinding removes sections of the surface without appreciable 
distortion of fche remaining crystal structure, whereas polish- 
ing removes the promontories and deposits materials from them 

•   i 

i 

i 

] in the crevasse*.,  leaving a  smooth transparent amorphous f.lm 
j known f.s the Beiiby layer.    This layer has rscrs of tLs ^ha*aater- 

istics of a  liquid" than a  solid  and is much mere reactive.     If, 
i for example, a metal vapor is condensed upon e  polished metal 

surfaet, a crystal pattern is first obtained, but on standing 
this changes to that of a completely -amorphous  structure^    If 

I    :      • a nail is hammered into a crystalline surface,  the amourphotta 
l    • 

10 

I 
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j I strengths because 1) the adhesive does not flow sufficiently 
j to make good contact with the adherend or 2) if drastic bond< 

j | Ing conditions ere vsed to make the adhesive flow to 5!«ke contact, 
j | the adhesive becomes too rigid to ralieve stresses developed 
j I on returning to room conditions, thus lowering the bond 
» f strength„ 

McLaren and Seiler (2) showed that provided the molecular 
weight is high enough so that cohesive failures do not occur 

[ I the adhesion Is independent or the molecular weipht,. Row- 
i j ever, it seems reasonable to expect that in a case where 
i j adhesion depends on end groups, an Increase in molecular 

weight would result in a decrease in adhesion,, 

Molecular weight distribution,, A low molecular weight 
fraction in a polymer tends to act as a plasticiser. The 
flow characteristics are 'ncreased, making the relief of 
stresses more likely,, This effect, however, can be carried 

polymeric adhesive with low cohesive too far and result in a 
strength„ 

! Flflsticiters,, The addition of plastieizers to a poly- 
meric material results usually In a decrease in cohesive 
strength and an increase in flow characteristics* By choos- 
ing the proper amount and kind of plastieizer, it is often 
poa ,ible to convert too rigid a polymer with many other 
desirable characteristics into a good adhesive. The addition 
of a plastieizer of a different chemical type may affect 
the molecular forces responsible for the adhesion. By addi 
tion of tha proper plastieizer, it is often possible to in- 
crease or decrease the adhesion of a specific sdhesive-adherend 

] system.. 

Ta<sk tem.Derature.. The tack temperature is related to the 
flow characteristics and to the molecular welfht of the polymer 
in question. The tack temperature is indicative of the region 
in which the material flows more or less readily* It is 
apparent thet a moteri^l which a low tack temperature ?/ill 
have low cohesive strength and one with a high tack temperature 
will not have the requisite flow characteristics,, hence. 
an apparent relation between tack temperature and adhesion 
would be eyjected 

AbSDrb6d materials.  An adhesive will sometimes bond to 
only certain random areas of an apparently clean adherend or 
good bonds will be obtained with one lot of adherend and not 
with another similar lot- These inconsistent results can 
often be explained by the presence of absorbed gases, water, 
oil, or other materials on the surface of the adherend which 
are difficult to remove and are not visible to the eye,  Special 
cleaning, storing, and handling techniques are often needed 
to obtain reproducible results,, 

12 
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Distribution of Stresses in Adhesive Bonds 

7Sg! 

ara 
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The problem of stress distribution In a bonded joint is 
very important* From preliminary work, both experimental and 
analytical, there is sufficient evidence to Indicate that there 
are high stress concentrations at the boundaries of the bonded 
joint,, Very little work has been done on the problem of stress 

1 bonded joints wxth the exception of shear lap 
The impetus for work la this direction has bsen provided 

by the aircraft industry in which the adhesive bonding of thin 
sheet metal, principally aluminum, offers greet promise of 
better Joint efficiency as compared with riveting or spot r?eid~ 
ing„ 

There are two main factors causing high stress concentra- 
tions »t  the ends of a shear Jap joint (1) differential strains 
on the adhesive set up by the varying rigidities of tne adhesive 
and adherenda in an adhesively bonded joint system and (2) bend- 
ing momenta imparted to the joint by che peometry and the bending 
rigidity of the system. To pet a physical concept of strains 
and consequently stresses in the joint, note Figure 1 which 
illustrates a section of a shear lap Joint before the load is 
applied= The adhesive thickness and joint geometry are exag- 
gerated for purposes of visual clarity,. The joint (overlap; 
length i3 notated 2e, the two joined sheets are considered to 
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be of eqaai thickness t and are presumed to extend a distance 
1 to either side of the ^oint.    The Joint width, in a direction 
norstl to.the plane of the section shown, is assumed to be large 
compared with the sheet thickness«, 

. „_     L .  . 
     Q . I 

!"*'       AC 

r 

• | 

i i i -k 1 * i 1 

i 
 jg—  

1                                               9 
i 

n* ! 
> u__ . A 

• i 

Figure 1 
"ypieal section of an unstressed shear lap joint 

In Fig^rtj 2 loading is applied to the adherends as a  [inifcrtnly 
distributed loading per unit length p9    This may be replaced 
by a sinple concentrated load per unit length T which is equal 
to pt0    The concentrated loading T forms a couple and the 
ensuing deformation of the Joint system tends to reduce the mo- 
Bant arm of the soaple,    Figure 2 shows the shape assumed by a 
shear lap joint when tensile loading is applied to the adherends., 

53       *» T-^22222222^^ £ ^tT T 

Figure 2 
Sh&pe assumed by a  shear lap Joint Then ten«ile loading 

is appiied 
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Frois the deformation of the joint  system,   it is possible  to 
rvsta the xoadinr on the Joint after tensile loading T i" applied 
ii" Fii"!}-e  3,  the loadlnr on the adheslvo layer is shown 

i 

Mr 

Figure* 3 
Ljsadinr on a -hear lap joint when tens lie loading 

is applies 

in this ske£«*h, we   -an see that   the unit tensile loading  on the 
adherent;   sheet  r .,vf»   , *Pa a bendinr wornem; M$ a transverse shear 
Soad V and a  s'reay  ^so        or the adhesive joint .    If the defarra 
atlon of the Join:,  i , small,  then tve shear- load Tf  will be 
approximately eeua.. to the applied  tensile loading T.    Thus, 
it is  possible tfl riote that  tne n-apritude of M and V win he a 
function jf the bendinp ripidity of ".he adherend system and of 
the rigidity oV i.'w adhesive  layer.     It  is also  possible   ts 
not** tht.t both 1' and V will eaus« unequal stress distribution 
in the bhear lap joint.:    Strain distribution is the second 
•.lajsr factor in unique I stress distribution,,    To illustrate, 
consldei   Pipure A  whitn  shows an unstrained  section of p   <hear 
lap joint,     The nine arrows  represent  equidistant  plane-:   in t.r;e 
adhesive layni  periiendieuiar co the c-iane of the joint,    When 
loading is applied    in tMs e.a^e neplec;inp the bendinp "consent 
H and  the  transver; e shear *o.ad  \ t   th° JeforaatiD'i of V e sd'e«ive 
layer rakes f-e sihtpe   ts  shown in Flpur<» •?_.    ±hi*  illustration, 
apeiri,  is hlphiy exaggerated but  servos to illustrate t> e 
mecuSnifp &T ejhnsive   iefonnation  in u   .tnc-ar lap  joint,     ft'e  see 
ihat the ioadinr  i> not  equally carried by the entire tv-erisr 
<&f the joint lu*  that  rhe portiO" of ths adherend  in the over 
lap »r>*h nearest  to the applied   .oadinp tends tc   sarry  '*o jR&^or 
part o^ The  load,    This wouii   produce the p-rest^st  stre:*?*s at. 
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the encs of the Joint and relatively low stresses In the 
middle of the joint0 Examining adhesive planes "a" and "i" 

T •-- 

Figure 4 
Shear Lap Joint before load is applied»    Adhesive 

ithickness exaggerated 

.__ > 
—k_    ,_ 

\ 
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Figure * 
Shear tsp Joint after lead is applied (after Da Bruyne) 

W?k-~ 

»e set* that these planes not only undergo the greatest shear 
deformation   bat the greatest strain elongation    (See 
Figu^** 6K We can thus predict th*t the ends not only carry 
the greatest shear stress but the greatest tensile stress and 
that the tensile stress of the adhesive may be the governing 
criterion of the strength of a shear lap joint Insteao of the 
sh^ai* strength as would be normally expected for the preo'ora- 
ixiaiil shear leading, Again, we can conclude that the deform- 
ation of the adhesive Isye? is a function of the geometry of 
the joint and the relative rlpidities of the adherends and the 
adhesive.. 
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?h< re is ample evidence to support the theory explained 
in the preceding paragraphs.    Shear lap joints fail at the 
more highly stressed sndsj the ends spring apart indicating, 
great tensile or "tearing" stresses.    In addition,  the strength 
of a  shear lap ^oint is not proportional to the overlap 
distance or the shear lap area.    We can conclude that if failure 
were predominantly shear, than the strength of the Joint 
would b«, proportional to the shear area,    Two important papers 
en this subject have bean published and it is proposed to go 
into eath paper in details    The first is the rigorous theor- 
etical rolution of the stress distribution in the adhesive 
layer of e  shear lap  Scint presented by Goland and Reissnor 
in the V.ar-eh 19<?4 issue of the Journal of Applied Mechanics.-, 
The sesjtns is "The Strength of Glued Joints" presented by 
No A. Ue Bruyne in the April 1944 issue of Aircraft Engineer- 
ing,    The second paper is be^ed on experimental data and  is 
of great  practical valre in the design of shear lap Jointan 

Go5and and Reissner,  in their solution of the problem of 
stress distribution in the adhesive  layer of a  shear lap  joint, 
used  the following notations. 

i-e t P 
% 

o 

E 

mean tensixe  stress  par umx  xengtii 01 
thickness of sheet in inches 
length of overlap in inches 

ucjruiiu 

era I times the joint overlap in inches 
Young's modulus of sheet material in psi 

ill   PKl 

length of shest, beyond the ovwrlap assumed to oe r,ev 
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<3> * Sheet tensile stress parallel to the plane of the JcinS psi 
G a Shear modulus of sheet material in pal 
v  * po is son' s ratio of sheet material 
E s Young1s modulus of adhesive in pel 
G"'~  Shear aodulus of adhesive in psi 
T5;s Sh«*ar stress in the plane of the adhesive layer in psi 
fp'j Adnesivo tensile stress perpendicular to the plane 

of the adhesive layer in psi 
'TTps Adhesive tensile stress in the plane of the adhesive 

layer in psi 
a * Adhesive thickness 

Txy -  Sh«jet shear stress acting in planes parallel to the 
direction of <£ and Ty 

*r* s Sheet tensile stress perpendicular to the plane of the 
joint psi 

Mos bending moment at the end of the joint in in<» lbs, 
V0s Transverse- shear at the end of the joint in lbs< 
T e Total loading per unit length on the sheet in lbs, 

For-a diagram of the shear lap joint, see Figure 1„ 

In order to simplify the problem, the suthors decided to 
explicitly solve for the two limiting conditions; Case I where 
the cement layer is so thin that its effect on the flexibility 
of the joint could La neglected%  Case II where fche joint 
flexibility is mainly due to the adhesive layer  To give 
quantitative relations where these assumptions remain valid, 
the strain energy of the joint, expressed Jn terms of the 
stresses, is given by 

•*M' I" Vt^fc' * **- ifr r* ^] h v-r«y) dtir 

*   T'n f f) k *?  + ± To-jd, CO 
-c      v 

For Case ly  the work of the stress T0 and  'To   may be neglected 

r    2T     •'    ST© 
and acceptable results should be obtained when* 

This ranpe holds for cementing relatively thick wood and 

i_ wi« i TT - xiU'Tril 71   u 
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and plastic sheets,-    For Case II, the treatment neglects 
the work of  g^ and 7*y in the sheet as compared to the 
stresses c;  and TQ   in the cement and the orders of magnitude 
describing the range in validity of this approximate theory 
beeofflefi* 

f «   -S«- X <<    .£- 

and acceptable results should be obtained when* 

v -I- c - To t7 *$ •V, 

these order-wf-magnitude considerations app^y for the bonding 
of thin sheet saetalo    To repeat,  these values only establish 
the regions of validity of the subsequent analysis of the 
two limiting eases- 

Before attempting to solve the stress distributicn in the 
cement joint for the two limiting cases, It is necessary to 
establish the loading on tr 3 joint (See Figure 3)  ir. terms 
of the  near unit  tensile stress on the sheet,  in terms  of the 
Joint geometry* and in terms of the physical characteristics 
of the materials 

The precise nature of this relationship is expressed in 
the following equations? 

v' w  k 1' 430 ) <& 

W'HEnC 

!< 

j    /<31lzYbl 
COSH ! V      8. r \l E F „ 

COSH [/32fHT   . _£ . /^_n ^,/F ;:iNHJ"p^ 

the sheet stress, 
is non-dimensional and is 

dependent upon the sheet  stress, tht? joint dimensions and  the 
physical properties of the sheet-.    K Is described by tne 
authors as the joint aocent factor-^    Fojr any particular j-^int, 
all values of the Joint parameter   xpfe   ***« fixed with the 
exception of p, A graphical riot of 

j IT   is shown in Figure 7„ 
;he relationship between 
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Figure 7 
Plot of moment factor K vsrsus-k-\/—£- 

t « e 

As the 
indicai 
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such  tr 

« physical meaning of this relationship is quite clear* 
sheet stress p is increased, the value of K decreases 
ing that the bending moment imparted to the joint 
eef in other words, the deformation of the Joint is 
at the moment arm of the applied couple decreases- 

From the curve, it is seen that a practical l©wer limit for K 
The transverse shear load was found  to be quite 

(or  the joint  systems with reasonable overlap.,    The 
*rse shearing forces are never in excess of 0*021 in 

is 0,3' 
small 1 
transvc 
actual joists, 

i «e Strays distribution ,In an. Adhesively. B^nd ed, fpi.^t 
of ?«^f.tfypiy iBfyxlbie Cement Layers,    tar this analysis, 
f the thickness cf the adhesive  layer In the Joint  is < 

chs t 
f the thickness of the adhesive  layer in the Joint is exceed 

ingly .;mall compared  to  chat of the sheet,  the presence of the 
adhesive can_be ignored in the calculation of the stress div 
tribution0    *'or the pt*rrose of the analysis,  therefore,   r.he 
Joint can be assumed to consist of a homogeneous olab of 
thicknt'SS 2t,  length 2c,  large width and of the  same  physical 
proper*.ies throughout,    It is to be noted that this treatment 
is vaifd even for cement layers of appreciable thickness, 
providing the physical properties cf the adhesive are at If>a»t 
the sane oroer of magnitude as those of the sheet material. 
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hs> loadri transmitted by the sh^et to the ed^es of the 
sve been determined in the preceding paragraph.     They 
of a unit loading p evenly distributed over the sheet 

ection, a bending moment M$ (per unit of joint i?idth) 
sverse shear load V, (Ball tran 

be nagie 
impart 1 

i-an lmpli 
f the joi 
idity of 

It also H 5S"• - iii eted e 
Inear stress distribution, 
es that the Joint remains 
rite    Tests on spot welded 
this assumption* 

Tills transverse lead 
ed Wit t the mocent 

This latter 
plena near the 
joints confirm 

Trie problem therefore resolves itself to the solution 
of the strain In the mid plane of a wide rectangular slab 
of length 2c and thickness 2t with loadin* as shewn In 
Figure 8. 

Diagram of 
Figura 8 

fch 
layer K S 1,0 

joint with relatively inflexible cement 

Tois  problsffi cannot be solved directly?  resort Ss mads 
to a irothod of approximations which appears quite  laborious 
and must  be  solved  for eash  porticular value of K„    ?re 
solution for the case *ft<&rG K ,-   1 is  .shewn graphically in 
Figure  160    It should be noted  that for purposes of general- 
ity,  the stresses are presentee  as a 
iefjsi it? 

ratio of the shesr and 
stresses in  ere annesive  layer to  the  applied  unit 

stress   :m the sheet find that absissa ia presented as r.  ratii 
;f the distance from joint  eripe to  the  sheet thicknesr. , 
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Figure 9 
Stress distribution along shear ptane in joints with 

relatively inflexible adhesive for K s 1 

The curves shown in Fipur© 9 confirm the fact that 
very l&r?e  stress concentrations are present in the edge*, 
of the adhesively bonded joint0 It is very interesting to 
n®t* that the tensile stresses are approximately five times 
preater than that of the shear stress. This explains why 
shear lap joint specimens bonded with relatively stiff adhe- 
sivcB   snap   apart,   x«   b«iiij.Oii   Ufa    fe/je   tjvgeS   uiwef   «    tou^iiw 
loadr     It Is also intaiestinp to note that a  small change 
in joint peometry mipht preatly reduce the magnitude of the 
stress concentration sueh as filleting >!>r beveling the edges 
cf the sheet on the shear lap joint,    This is eo-rccn practice 
in machine design for a solid homogeneous material,, 
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It Is recognized that the peak values of the stresses 
at the adhesive lay?? sheer plane will change with the facto: 
K« Figure 10 shows this variation by plotting the maximum 
values of the cement stress as a function of K, 

4.0 

3.0 

Z.O 

cv. 
JO   - 

Is* 

^ ^j     r 
t 

to    o.%   e.j or $4    ojr   o.< 

K 

Figure 10 
Maximum stresses in shear plane for joints with 

relatively inflexible cement layers plotted versus 
moment factor K 

i~*~o 

It can be seen that for a change in K, the tensile 
stresses reduce much more rapidly than the shear stress 
which remains relatively constant. 

Case IX 
Flerlble Cmnt 

Stress DftstrJ^ujjjaLJJlJs^^ 
i, 3fj2gm«    *or *"*a analysis,  the following 

the assumptions are made. The transverse normal strain and 
shear strain in the jointed sheets are negligibly small 
compared to the corresponding strains in the cecent layer,, 
Assuming that the deformation of the adherends are due 
solely to the longitudinal normal stress ^* , it is apparent 
th*t the sheets may be tr*"..ted as cylindrical bent platen, 
where as the role played b/ the adhesivG layer is analogous 
to that of a system of infinitesimal coil springs positioned 
between the two plates. Figure 11 represents the profile 
of the cemented Joint showing the load application in terms 
of longitudinal stress distributions on the edges,. 

2? 
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sad 

+ (H%X$. + AK'SlWH A SIN A) SINHA4- SlNA-fe/ 

where • 
A Jk. JL 

ff      >^ 
R, =. COSHAS/N A 4- 5.'NH A COS A 

fi^z $lNH>CO$k - COSH A SIN A 

£ ss 4- f5/jgH c! A t-   SIN ^ x) 
I?*   QJSSL .  JL. 

n COSH Algt + tit 8tNHA>tC 

Kcuation (6) defines the variation of tns shea? stress 
as a  function to the applied  loading "p" and the distance 

"x" froir the center of the joint, for given joint param:*ter3o 
Equaiior (7)  defines  the variation of the normal stress 
"^To" (sometimes referred to as the tearing stress) as a 
iXixisntxim oi  me sppiifjci  loading  "P the distance ^'zi'* 
from the center of the joint,    The graphical representation 
c£ thews relationships are shown In Figure 13 for piven 
conditions 
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relatively flexible adhesives layers 

The sajcisKJs vslus for both t"ne shear and the normal 
stresses are found st the edge of the joint.. The maximum 
stret:« can therefore be j?iven for the value x y e0 

for shear 

j£is*&L. .4- „-- -•• -ir-ni-S- (f-^K) corn B 4- * 3 (l- KJI 

for normal tensile 

*;Eiaa*. X. - /-& s»a»M&^-filing^ + Ay1 ^Qftju&o * £&*£- 

?0 

« 
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Both equations  (6)  and   (9)   can be represented  graphically ss 
functions of the parameters of the system.    Figure  14  Is a 
graphical plot of the maximum shear stress„ 
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Figure 14 
Maximum shear stress in adheslves with 
relatively flexible adhesive layers 

figure 15 is a graphical plot of the maximum normal 
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Figure 15 
Maximum tearing stresses in adhesivea in joints with rela 

tively flexible adhesive layers 
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This theoretical analysis, in its present form, is far 
too complex for practical usageD It does serve to point out 
several interesting conclusions: 

a, Very great stress concentrations exist at the 
edges o? a shear lap joint„ 

b0 Although the shear lap joint is in shear load, the 
predominant stress is a normal (tearing) stress   ,. Thi? 
is corroborated in actual test. 

Co One of the mest important parameters of the shear 
lap loi&t is the ratio c/t which is the ratio of the Joint 

hypoth 
With t 

adhasi 

To demonstrate the use of these formulas, the following 
stieal examnle of an aircraft type joint is analysed,, 
he adhesive area indicated, this Joint would be expected 
1 at spprosij&atsiy 1250# total load and the average 
ve stress at the failure would be 2000 psi0 

i 
T-rssssrsssssL JL 

0.O3? 

T 

Figure 16 
Dimensions of a typical lap joint test specimen 

M 

* * 

Adherends, stainless steel 
Adhesive, a  phenolic poiyamide  o004  inches thick 

iiv.Kte&vi '/Ant? the adhesive and adherend  prooerti.es using tUe 
symbols defined on pape 4,   section 3* "e have 

p  *  19 x iO^ 
t -  "O032 
2cs  -b35 

',2 

tkkWR^•mmMl ' 
•mm-    «v,.*.  -t .,^»J-I^IHI.WM 
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1 s 3~iSV * 
E i 30 7 10/ 
G r 12 x 10° 

Ee= 4 x 10
p .. 

G*~ 148 x 10-* 
Y! « .004 

Evaluating the ratios V , t? . <r end ST it is apparent 
that the following relationship holds which classes this 
joint as one in which the assumptions In Case II hold, 

r fo    r        ^T -    so /- 

Tensile and  shear equations for Case II are 

r  .   r»    ^      *" 
COSH C? -*r'T*" 

Shear -&-.-%- ^ - -4-- {Q -£~ U4$K   y. .'.   = »   — + 3(»-K# 

Tensile-Sf^-f     JL (fa9Jt4-+   An'COSH XCOS \)C0$U X4 COiA* 

+ (!?£-£- r AK'£*K
1
MAS»NA)SIMMA4- SNA-*-} 

?   ' a particular joint, all factors in the above equations 
^A

je constant escept the terras involving X5 therefore the 
constants common to both equations may be"evaluated as 
defined on page 29- 

! *       /-     ~,    f {•    s:   K   -ry^...U . J. x / '0 

± s. 
'4- 

I. 

£0* "V       °^"- 

.3 a 

640 

??,* G)5 MASINA f- SWA CQS\*(30?7)(643)+{3O77)(-T65?/*''276.7S" 

ftt» 51 MM > COS), - COSH A SjiuA * (J077)f-.7W 7)-(3Q?7) («f3i»«433S,.2 
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•  <^tf& ^tfJ'V   1 \."v 

^\» 4  (SIMH a>  i-  SiN 2A)~ 9,480,7JT0 

-    V    E Vv \/ 30*70*7.004- "^ 

* 

3 

3 

.iX, 
/ -s.'i- 1/ 

K 

J  \     i    -' v ' c V 

COSH yu£c COSH IV.7x,?\2. --,4-76 
.4 
- 

C OSH /jftC +8«   3-N^ /i^C C0SHi.3/7JirJr«2+2V£ S!NH u*.»£fci:/2 

K'= K\k>-S~){- f **76\£FWm& • i|: - .27* 

Substituting these values into the tensile and shear equations 
and evaluating the regaining constant terms, we have • 

IQI $te ^$? saaa&lfla 

%   " ~ zS.QZ COS,'-'  QJL .- Tfl6.0 

For the t.engine aquation 

\j-  »  - ^, 6 ^ $ COSH A •£ COSA£- - 0 89£ S i M H \-£ 5 f/V \£* 

•J 

i 

Measuring X froin the center of the ^oint,  values of T*   and 
'To are computed and  shown in tables 1 end 2 and are plotted 

graphically in Figure ¥?•> 

*Ihis  joint f«ii.ed at an apparent shear  stress t>f 2000 paij 
thereJTort,  the average sheaf stress as determined fro\n the 
shear stress distribution curve should agree closely with  th< 
apparent shear stress^ 

it 

3* 

K.   ._      _.?r.^i1>3^#*'    .-.'..*..— - 
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f jfocU  = ._ £SSL 

/0.23 SfNH SAT-766 

%-=.   - I2J4 -7£6 * -ZQCGps\ 

The average tensile stress may be determined in like 
aanne?c 

I 

A*.$   r   /&&   =-*?*8 fcOMAJL COS*£dx -;M&QM>£$M\£<1X  \ 

Z -ASp 

*4^ A- |S»**H Af COSA£ -f COSH Af 5iA/A£] 

SlNHACOSA-f C0S«AS/NA|- &^&Q$H\SM\- S»MAJSS*| 

- 

< 

20$ ($077; fflfcST} + (307 7)(mz) j -.0O47^<V7;>(*43e)~ (SW&TSffft 

76.74 ~?Z,\S *S6SQ pS> AVERAGE   TENSILE" 
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TABLE 2 
SHEAR STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN A TYPICAL LAP JOIN? 

inches 
COS H     4*- t -T5.eaco.sw Jte«. 

1~ .  ... 'o (pst; 
- w 9a cow •&- t 

-786 

0 /.000 -55:9? ~Q41.31 

.Q6Z /.*52 -Sa.38 -878 38 

.\Z5 4,546 ~a5*.ai -lo+azt 

.(37 ,3.36 -747,0 3 -1533. OS 

40.37 -2257+8 
i 

-3043,49 

3/a 11.9 9a -6 TO 5.9£ -7431.9 

3? 
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Ffom tables  1 end 2, the shear stress at the ends of the 
Joint was found  to be 7492 pal and  the tensile stress 6420 psi 
these stresses oc^cur in the plane of loading and perpendicular 
fco the plane of loading respectively.    Even greater tensile 
and  shear stresses exist in the adhesive in planes at some 
angle from the plane of leading,,    Maximum (and minimum) 
values of tensiie and  shear stresses may be found using com- 
bined  stress equations* 

Consider an element of adhesive at the extreme end of 
the Joint <See sketch) The shear and tensile stresses in 
the plane of loading and  perpendicular to the Diane of loading 
are^represented by To and ^o respectively„    In the subsequent 
SHfilysls.   ths jfictAisauiu  valuta oT fcacis are represented by    i© 
mas and v5 max 

t I 

AXIS Oi- 
'EA 

ADUZ&tvC    Cl£t*eNT 
CONSlOSntC 

—s 

.* 

» • 
i 

• J| * 
i 

•• 
It 

-*?—- 

i 
/" 

i 
% 
* • •• 

-s-i«f 

Dsing combined stress aquations to determine masr, 'and min,) 
tensile and maximum shese stresses 

TGNSSLt 

\tni.\J 
J^IVPT^ K7W 

-447(0 &s; Cw»«) f-t /c/ps- 

6HE:AR 

9\mAn,j        y \ c. / 8680 p*« 

The an^le      at whiih the principal tensile stresses are 
inclined  fro?n the axis of loading  'is defined as 

f, tari £<£ :~ 
2 7S 

•• CTo 
=   1.8023 

Two values of •$> are possible corresponding  to maximum and 
ttiniwun tensile  stresses„ 
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#»   30*9      S&V6LS OF M/M/MCM   s:~R£S3 
0? « fZQ°39' /MGCPOF'AfAX.TtMSiLE STA£SS 

-V*- r    / 

~ LOAD/MI 

*.7i?i ALAM£ Of C£ vt&x. 
The plane* oi  maximum shear stress are 'ieflned as 

A«M« -if - 7$^ - •«••«• 
Again tiro values of      are possible 

1 

/ 
• ... 

• 

?$- eo9° e' 0£~-/O^c3/s 

It io apparent th3t the p3Lar.es of maximum shear stress make 
angles of 45^ *ith the planes of maximum and raininrum tensile 
stress^ v^v. 

I 

AAISOF 

'<•>  yndX. 

• 

D« Bruyna Indicated the existence of hifb  stress concen- 
trations in his experiments on shear lap Joiu.s,     In pulling 
apart shear lap test specimens wjth varying overlap, he noted 
that increasing  the length of overlap does not proportionately 
increase the strength of the Joint,,    This is sho^n praphlcaliy 
in Figure l8P 

40 
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/c.ooc - 

^^emiisiaaLJSSSM^ 

! |_ 

OVERLAP   IN  INCHES 

Figu re :° 
Breaking load as a function cf U % r;#. Jb.3 p 

It was clear from the px-a'ceUing fiats that  che falling 
stress,  defined as the failing  load divided by the ;;oint srea^ 
is better described as the    r^rarent  failing stress,,    The real 
failing stress is much higher thsn the apparent failing  stress 
and is not uniformly distributee  out is concentrated at  the 
enns of the joints-    De Bruyne concluded  that  the important 
parameter in the  strength of a simple &near lap  *oint  for a 
given material was the ratio of the  square root of the thick- 
ness of the adherend to the length of overlap which he called 
the joint  factor (<§f-)a    A condensed  table of experimental 
data for a shear lap joint bonded with redux adhesive is given 
below« 

! 

» 

A. 

<' 

I 

•*_ 

c I 
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Length of Failing 
Description            overlap Joint .'.oad 
Qt Join,!; ,..     , iu          2a factor     &       * 

Bright mild steel   0>125 4,0 0#» r 

1/*" thick x itt„0 
wid©                              0*250 2o0 1460 

0,500 1.0 2675 
0,750 0.67 3591 
1»00 0,50 4300 
2.00 0o25 4950 
^50 0.14 ^146 

Bright mild steel   0.125 2>„82 867 
1/8" thisk x T'cO    0.250 lo41 1693 

2107 wide                            0.375 
0o500 

0,94 
0,71 2229 

Oa625 6,57 2600 
0.750 0„47 

3205 loOOO Oc35 

Alglad  sheet               0„25 1.46 1725 M
u133 thick x l'-0 O.W os97 2167 

tfide                            0,500 0.73 
0*5$ 

2275 
0*625 2917 
0o750 
0.875 

0o49 
0..42 

3310 
3100 

1*00 0,36 3775 

Duralutainuffi sheet    0,125 1.65 712 
".0425 * :;«»o0             0.250 0.82 1225 
wide                             0.375 Cn5«5 15*0 

ie6o 0.500 0.41 
0.675 0^33 2075 
0w7$& 0„27 2109 
0.875 0.24 2070 
1.000 0,21 2050 
2*000 0,10 2057 
3,500 0.06 2050 

•Average of five? or njore read injv* 

failing 

6600 

5S40 
53*0 
4790 
4300 
2475 
TIA'/O 

6940 
6772 
5618 
4458 
4161 
4291 
3^50 

69C0 

4550 
4660 
4410 
3545 
3725 

5696 
4900 
4143 
36OO 

2810 
2365 
2050 
IO3; 

585 

.^ 
- 4 
. ~i 

* 

A 

- 

- 
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A plot of the date In Table I  is shown in Figure I9-. 
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Figure 19 
Appareat Unit Failing Stress as a function of 

Joint Factor 

.* 

.. 

/ 

;. 

•4 

It will be seen that the data a13 fall reasonably well 
on a single curvec This curve hay two points of interest: 

a . At joint factor between 0 and 0*3, the apparent fail 
lng stress is directly proportional to the joint factor and 
is Fiven by the relation - 

5A a tQZSQ -££- 
b. At hirh values of the joint factor, Sa asymptotically 

approaches a vs'lue of 5"91G psi.    Thus with a  small overlap, a 
very high apparent failing  stress is obtained because .in these 
circumstances,  it approximates the true failing  stress . 

In order to minimize the effects of differential strains 
on tne adhesively bonded joint, De Sruyne decided to b^vei 
the square ends of the shear lap Joint,,    This was verified by 

linear it is a considerable improvement over the curve s>iven 
by stt unmodified  shear lap joint-,    A typical cross-section of 
a  bevelled  shear- lap joint is  shewn in Figure 20„ 
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i 
Figure 20 

Bevelled  shear lap joint 

In Table 4,  condensed test data on tha strength of a 
V»rtwe11ofl   ^hflsr   "mv.  *.o1nt  ATP  nresentod~ 

m 

TABU;. 4 
Bevelled Lao .Joints      Redux bonded "31 

Description 
Length of 
Cvsrlap 

-^*> 

Steel i/4" thick 0.50 
x V\0 wide 1,00 

1.50 
2,00 

•Average of 6 specimens 

•Failing load 

2966 
4675 
-7283 
9291 
13533 

Apparent 
lulling stress 

5932 
467*; 
48 5<) 
4646 
3870 

A plot of the data is shown an Figure 21 and for comparison 
x.x\« equivalent curve for a non-bevelled shear lap joint is also 
shown; 

10,000 

5: 

*3 

<5 

©uo> 

«.n/^^\   1 jotttr 

! 
£000 I        • 

0**s~tfi.Ar 

.   • 

', 

Figure 21 
Sreakixig  load, overlap relationship for bevelled  Be plain lap ;oint 
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This lead De Bruyne to the conclusion that the 
of Joint Is a hovelled or a scarf joint. 

V, n *• •- type 

To qualitatively illustrate thai variation in stress 
distributions exist in a butt joint under tension, consider 
tha simplest case of adhesively bonded tensile specimen of 
circular cross-section acsed upon by urdformly distributed 
•Xlal loading., This is illustrated in Figure 22,, 

Figure 22 
Tensile specimen under uniformly appii^ -O 

r 

;-| 

~4 

i 

Let p i uniformly distributed loading psi 
d m  dia. of tensile specimen  inches 
t • adhesive larger thickness  inches 
L ±  Length of tensile specimen 
E ^ Young's Mod.ui.us of the Adherend psi 
u s Foissonas ratio for the adherend 
Er* Young5s Modules of the Adhesive psi 
u's Poisson*s ratio x*or the adhesive 
Ex* Unit Strain (Adherend) in/in 
Kfcs Unit strain (Adhesive) in/in 
Ey« Transverse Unit Strain (Adherend) in/in 
Bye Transverse unit Strain (Adhesive) ifl/in 
£« Max, lateral contraction or adhesive to adher 

oxnee p xs tne unxicnaxy u a. svr-touted 
specimen, acting over the entire cross-section. 
considered as the tensile stress acting on that 
The unit strain in the adhesive is 

on  the ««6 

it can be 
specimtn0 

(1) 

*5 
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the unit  transverse  strain on the adhersnd  is 

the unit  strain on the adhesive is 

* £ 
the unit transverse strain on the adhesive is 

ty     - "^ "^ 

and the adhesive is 

(3) 

(4) 

t^>*»i     *•>••«    *• <4Vi »nn>,^ 

From equations 5, we can note that  if wide dissimilarities 
exist between the u/E ratios of the adherend to  the adhesive, 
then there would he a  substantial    difference in the lateral 
unit strain contractions of the adhesive a? compared tc the 
udherejid,  independent of  the Iwfipth oi" the  specimen or the 
thickness of the adhesive*    Assuming  symmetry,  the a.aximaiB 
lateral contraction of the adhesive as compared   fco the adherend 
would be 

o 
Assuming, for the moment, no restraint in shesr was 

ffered to the adhesive at the adhesive^adherend interface, 
than the deformations of the adherends and the adhesive would 
result in the following exaggerated diagram* 

c 
0 

< 
•i i 

• 

•»•••* 

i 
3g 

*t 

* 

4 

- 
* 
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Shear resistance, at the interface,  is present and 
consequently the deformation of the adhesive at the free bound- 
ary edge would be expected to be as follows* 

rR££ BOWDARy 

±LU± 

ft£6JCM OFStiEAR STRESS COMBINEQ 
WITH   T/TA/5/Le   STRESS 

rt£6?QN Of T£NSiLt   $T.9£$S COMSf*fi& 

i- 

m 

«!-• 

We can therefore deduce that, although a uniform loading 
was imposed on the tensile specimen, a  state of combined or 
bi-axial stress exisis at  the free oounaary edge of the adhe- 
sive and that the stress state there is greater in magnitude 
than the average tensile stress over the cross-sectional area 
of the specimen. 

The analytical solution for the stress distribution in 
the adhesive of an adhesively bonded tensile specimen with 
circular cress-section has not been published.    It is hoped 
that this qualitative disci!*«ion will  nerve to acquaint design 
engineers with the problems attendant upon their tise„ 

«• 

> 
-  -. 

The strain under stras? of an Imperfect "Jy elastic solirt 
is governed fjot only by the magnitude and direction of the 
et-foec;    anri    f-Vie    f- A?FIT)PT'O1':1T'C    t\ P    +Vie>    mo *• ov-i o'j        >-»>*.••    a 1 o.-s    nrni-,    ••?"«*« 

duration of the stress and the previous history of the mate-rial. 
Thus    for ej,.9ir,!r.'io    s csndle on s •sysrrr: dsv v?ill  bend and  ss*7 

et a'steady but Imperceptible rate under the steady influenr-e 
of gravity.    If one attempts tc straighten the canfUe in a 
short  zimti it will break in brittle fracture.    However,  if 
hung by tha wick in a war.-n place the candle will str^irhten 
in due time without fracture*    Again,  if a  flat strip cf 
polymethyl met., aery late plastic is warmed in hot water it may 
be twisted and bent into intricate shapes,.    If held in an odd 

4? 
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shape and allowed  to cool to room temperature,  the  strip will | 
become rigid and  retlan the deformation for an indefinite ? 
periods    If the deformed  strip is thrown back into the hot *J 
water it will "remember" its original flat  shape and   -trsifhten 
out through the relief of its internal stresses without in© v 
application of external stress.    lastly,  if a  piece of metha- 
erylat* is clamped under a known deformation for a period of * 
time It is found that the stress is reduced  progressively with 
time and when released *  requires time to recover substantial!*/ / 
all of its original dimensions3 a 

The strength of a material or, more exactly,  the critical 
value of the stress at which fracture occurs is not only by 
the direction oi  s«,r*t»« and   cue  l«nipt;r«iuj. e of  Hie iu<al«i-lui but 
also fcy the duration of  the stress and  the previous history 
of the material.    Thus for example the strength observed when ^ 
a strip of polymethylmethacrylate is loaded to its critical 
value in less than a  sacond is twice that of observed when the 
etrin is loaded in an hour*    Again, a strip of the same material 
which has a history of stress and/or environmental degradation 
is weaker at any given strain rate than a  similar strip cf new 

Adhesive bonds exhibit these effects*    The dimensional 
changes resulting from protracted loading are not of sJ-reat 
significance In ordinary engineering applications, but may be 
irariortant if the adhesive is to be relied upon to position 
an instrument within precise tolerances^    The reduction of 
strength of an adhesive due to previous history of protracted 
loading may not be important in the instrument but may be 
important in a  structural application In which preat reliance 
is to be placed on the structure affrer a history of storage, 
transportation and protracted  loadinp*    Figure j?3  shows the 
•critical value of the load as affeeted by time in adhssive 
bond:;? and  riveted joints in thin gauge aluminum sheet 
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(X)  A,  Hadai    "Theory of Flow and Fracture of Solids? mcGraw-Hilj 
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An important phenomenon associated with time and 
temperature of plastis or visco-elastic saterials are creep 
and relaxation effeots0 Creep is the continued deformation 
of a material under a constant stress„ Relaxation is the 
process of stress readjustment in a plastic material under s 
condition of constant strain differentials. Both of these 
properties are functions of tine,, 

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF RELAXATION AND CREEP 

If a body is Ideally elastic, the stress strain relation 
is a constant and it nay be expressed in the form 

#•** 

£> youna's Modulus 

where if a body possesses viscosity, the rate of flow or 

d£   - JE_ 

where n 5 viscosity, 

Wa may, at this time, introduce a mechanical analog? 
for viscosity and elasticity by assuming a steel spring as 
the elastic element and a dashpct as the viscous elementa 
If the system is placed in series, the combination is fre- 
quently called a Maxwell unite Such an arranpement is as 
followsi 

—«—-<>-• AM V V \r 

In this case, the rate of flow is 

<J t b.       ccc n 
or 

iff »     r ii£c^X. 
dfc L   dt      A 
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«h©r« 

A- -fc- 
(ratio of elastic modulus in pension or compression to coef- 
ficient of viscosity). The analagous equation for shear stress 
is 

fs6H where 

T« wmf   stear siwjm 

A*-£- £* Unit   5h?iir   ^trass 

6 » ahe*r   vwdufvts 

When the pair of elements are placed in parallel., 
arrangement will be as follows: 

i 

d 

the 

1 "T"' Any deformation takes place equally and simultaneously in the 
spring and the daahpotc    Mechanically,  this system behaves 
like a retarded steel spring?    This combination is called a 
Vogt Unit and accounts for the stress-stra^ relationship 
being a function of rate of loading. 

RELAXATTON AND I»N    I r* ^rutc-r   i o EHIES OP. MAXWELL SHIT) 

T *> a Maxwell unit is piven a certain strain that is 
initially rapidly applied but then held constant, the deform- 
ation will originally occur almost entirely in the spring 
but, ir> time, flow will take place in the viscous element 
(tha piston moves)  snd the load on the spring (stress) will be 
gradually dissipated*    Since in this case <> is held constant 

^4-=:0 and H£_       CT. 
d'e 

Integrating and assuming an initl&l stress v£,  the equation 

\>. 
-% 

J: 

This is the equation of "relaxation" and tie relaxation time 
A is the time necessary to reduce the initial stress <;o nr 
of its original value where e » 2.718. At infinite tine, 
none of the original stress will remain. 
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Consider the series combination at constant stress,, 
In this case, we let   S-«o*iid therefore 

dt TJ 

Integrate and for initial conditions, whent*o, assume an initial 
strain:    The flow (creep) curve becomes 

Let    Vfc~-£r (constant called creep rate)  therefore 

RELAXATION, CREEP, ELASTIC MEMORY 
(PARALLEL COMBINATION OR YOGT UNIT) 

If a Vogt unit is given a stress with the aim of achieving 
a particular strain, the stress required to achieve that strain 
will depend upon the rate of deformation.    In any ease, cr?<s«* 
the daaired  strain is achieved, the stress is constant at the 
value        e    It Is evident that this system does not provide 
for any relaxation mechanism under constant strain,,    For when 
the elastic and viscous elements are in parallel, each element 
takes its shaft of tne ioa30    However, the load carrying capacity 
of the viseous element is a function of the rat© of change 
of the strain*    As the strain rat»a stops (after the stress be- 
comes constant)   the load  Is prsdua^ly transferred frorr  the 
viscous element to the elastic element thus storing energy 
in the elastic element*    The load carrying ability of the 
parallel combination is given as 

Integrating, we get 
rjr= ££ + njML 

\n(r-ee)*-4r**r~ 
For th# evaluation of the constant c. we must visualise the 
physical picture of the stressed Vogt Unite    After the  loart 

•*,   *-.       «• -» <.-.   i   *r   .•- .-3        f  *% *. *Z       <M -. ** J% *i   w* **       A .:• .. v*. c  5  *. -^ 6        #*••<.. -vt      «        am**, m s*4» m •%4-        *. a, •*. *. ^. c».   : «• W *•- 
.6  .-.     OULKLI^..       •.  -^ i --.i      t   cum  t c:u      VU;IP LQ&i!i      i'jj.       '.:?.      '-= '• t*^ i.aj: i>      ~r. u i.  \~. r\ •.:.   :    .       ;.:•*• *   • f 

j.oadin*? i?5 ?r*due. lly shifted  from the viscous e'.ement  to the 
elastic element..    The ti»E9 '6*0 is referred  to the point when 
the load  starts shifting« 

when t *0 , £ * £« C«/n(T-r6j 
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the complete equation becomes 
rJ'~E£-('0'~Eeo)z~'nt 

recalling that for an elastic deformation 

Substitute 

We oust note that f is the strain after a tisie      raferred  to 
the slraiseS condition   £^ *    To refer the strain to the &*i£« 
inal unstrained condition, let 

where £^ « residual strain present 

The physical significance of this is quite clear,"   After @ 
stress  is spplAsa to «? Vogt unit,  the shifting of load  fr^w  the 
viscous to elastic element which stores energy and thus tries 
to restore the element back to the original position when the 
load is removed*    The degree to which this can be accomplished 
Is a function of t and of the constant   A  .    This phenomenon 
of partial elastic recovery is known as elastic memory and is 
involved  in the mechanical behavior of most high polymers» 
Equation points out that at an infinite time9 there should be 
complete recoveryn 

The 25a xw a 
parallel arrane 
many tfiseo^elas 
increasingly cc 
an important pa 
is the ratio of 
material. she 
the more elasti 
ratiot the less 

II and the Vogt Unit may he set up in any series 
ement to describe and explain the behavior of 
tie materials-,    These combinations may become 
Bsplsxtl    It  should be noted that the term-*=is 
rameter in all the euqatlons,,    This essentially 
the action time to the relaxation time for the 

larger this ratio, the less the relaxation and 
c the behavior.    Conversely,  the smaller this 
elastic and  the more viscous  the behavior. 

MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF HIGH  POLYMERS 

To illustrate the preceding discussion? consider a curve 
typical of those obtained  experimentally for the initial flow 
and relaxation of many plastics*    This curve, as shown in 
Figure 24,  is obtained by applying a  ioaa   co a  specimen maint- 
aining  the load at a  const-ant level fox1 a definite period, and 
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then removing the load 

St*M* 

n HHx time 

i(/fi£- 

Figure $4 
laitial cycle of Cr«?ep and Elastic Memt.-ry 

typical of many plenties 

On application of the stress   there is an instantaneous deforms 
ticn 0A5    This is followed by creep from *•  to B.    On removal 
of stress at titse t    an instantaneous partial  recovery tslces 
place BC> followed by a creep recovery (elastic memory)  from 
Zj to D at time t2-.    Further recovery after time to is  30 
slight as to be negligible„    DE representing a permanent 
deformation left, at the end of the loading cycle.    It is 
profitable to attempt to use a mechanical model to explain 
this behavior.,    A suitable model may be composed of elastic 
and vis<3«us elements acting in series end parallel. 
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Figure 25 
Elastic and viscous elements acting in series and 

in parallel 

Obviously, the creep AS Is composed of two components„ 
which become distinguishable only during creep recovery-. Thw 
elastis component of the creep C^Cg (in the parallel circuit} 
is termed primary creep and is recoverable. Primary creep is 
retarded * The non-recoverable component (CgC*-, DE) is termed 
secondary creep« 

Let MS consider the case of a  constant  strain applied  to 
ine specimen and then suddenly forced back  to its former 
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position*    The streir diagram would be as shorn) in figure 26 

stmir 
> 
4 

-»e* 

tin-IB 

-1   _—<- 

iaKdhor. 

rssfJuAi Guess 

u   I     ii mst 

6 erain time relationshj D typical or assay plastics 

In this case, a given strain is applied to the specimen at 
t0 and held  constant    until i ;.-.    "urine this period,,  the 
»%?&&£  in the model has reduced from A tc B,    To return the 
specimen to its original position, a negative load must, be 
iprlic    to the specimen C-CU*    Hsw^ver^ this  load also  relaxes 
aa a fu„v*ticn of time and ax tg, a  small residual stress may 
exis'i .    To illustrate by the mechanical model,  examine 
Figure 2?.- 

lbs foregoing has dealt with the behavior of visto- 
eiastic   substances with regard  to thdir deformation une'er 
constant  stress, or their relaxation of stress ande^ constant, 
deformsiion.%    The picture  is even sore ccnjplicated if neither 
the stiess nor the deformation is consfcart but is a function 
of tice 

Rheology is not  sufficiently advanced   co be of much 
help quantitatively in these complex situations, however, an 
understanding of the advances to date in this field will no 
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Figure <?? 
Elastic and viscous elements aeting in series and in 

eara1lei-sonstanfc strain 

doubt be of assistance to the engineer in visualising the 
possibilities which he may encounter in employing vlecoelasti$ 
substances la engineering a-/plications.- 

An ujncured adhesive durinp the bonding process takes  She 

thrcurh   v;apes of increasing viscosity,  relation and  solid- 
ification,  approaching but never attaining ths properties of a 
Hookian solid to «  iegree depending or: its composition. 
temperature and the completeness of any chemical reactions in- 
volved ,  thus exhibiting in various stapes of the development of 
the bond vl:"tological properties,.    It 1 s certainly not valid to 

Ti 

i«riitn|(IW.w* 
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treat &  Uiermoplastic adhesive, and  yrohebly not  valid to 
treat some of the most cross-linked tTpaa cf thermosetting 
edhe?iv«»?  as a Hooklan solid,,    Rather, it is necessary to keep 
in Ailnd  the viseoe.lastic properties of these substances and  to 
apply the principles of rheolory wherever possible 

Strength is a measure of the resistance of a material 
to fracture,    In a  loose usage strength denotes the stress 
at which the material "fails- either by fracture or by plastic 
deformation.    However, the stress at which plastic deformation 
takes place should be called the yield stress*    Here we are 
tUU«8iU*     WJ. Oil     LlitJ    (Jl'ili«;l»i.     VBJLUC    KfX      iitUSS    til     WJUJ.Cu    iiSOVui't,- 

occurs,. 

Fracture is not one single physical phenomenon;  there are 
several essentially different processes that rasy lead to the 
failure of a body by the action of mechanical forces.    The same 
material m«y fail with different mechanisms of fracture according 
to the stress and strain conditions,  strain rate and to the 
temperaturej  thus a polystyrene may show brittle fracture at 
low temperatures and rupture by molecular siidinp at r.xg'nzr 
temperatureSr    "Bouncing putty"y a siiicone polymer, appear., 
to fail by fibrous fracture at high strain rates and to ruptut. 
by molecular sliding or viscous flow at low strain ratea- 

Attempts to characterize fracture mechanisms in neat cate- 
gories appear rot to have been very profitable from the engineers 
point of view^  the mechanises aprarently overlapping each other 
in degrees depending upon subtle differences in the condition 
of the materials and of the tests.    With plastic materials the 
fracture condition involves ti~e entire strain history in 
addition to the principal stresses.    Under trivial stress the 
fracture condition will, in peneral.  involve all principal 
stres?e^: and  (if the material is orthotropic)  the orientation 
of the principal axes*    Nothing is Known about the m^shanisras 
»f fracture of adhe.;i7es in thin layers*    It is  therefore, 
best withcut further ado to go on to  the statistical aspects 
of the subject. 

It is a   truism, of which the mathematical implications 
are of no  little interest„  that  the  strength of a  chain is 
that of its weakest link0    it might also be, a  truism that 
the strength of a bundle of chains is that of the-  strongest 
Qhsia*    In the first case the formulation o** the problem 
becomes that cf t'fte statistical distribution of smallest 
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values in. samples of sis* n *here n is tbs number of links... 
In the second case the problem becom?? that of th* statistical 
distribution of extreme yaliies in samples of size nf  where n 
is the number of chains***) 

Griffith*3> assumed that the discrepancy between theo- 
r*ticsrjy *stimated values of tensile strength cf glass was due 
tc the presence of very small cracks or other flaws around 
^hieh a strong stress concentration arose *hen the glass was 
stretched a    He shewed that the observed ten3i le stress may be 
increased by removing or making ineffective the most dangerous 
crafiks, having tested freshly drawn class rods which showed 
tensile strengths up to I0b psi whereas after a few hours the 
rods  shfiwAtf   «?4-.T»»nprViR  1rs the r»rrt*a« of !f>? psi„     Joffe'*'   tried 
to eliminate surface cracks on sodium chloride crystals by 
dissolving the surface in warm water during the test, and 
alsimed strengths in the wet crystal 300 time3 greater than 
that of the dry crystal,    Orowanw) tested sheets of mica* 
siaking the edge stress free by using grips narrower than the 
width of the lamella,  so that only the central part of the 
lamella was under stress, thus avoiding stressing any edge 
cracks, and obtained values ten time? that normally reported 

According to the theory of the statistical distribution 
cf the smallest values in samples of slue n where n is the number 
of flaws, and assuming a Gaussian distribution'"-? 

the most probable value of the  smallest value is equal to 

av&ISfh       ) 
and the distribution of smallest values, where n is large, 

/ , .    . .     ,    ,\ 

xn* U-Q-^SA>9*» 

is 

where u *. arithmetic mean strength 

It 

n r 
S. 

standard deviation 
number or flaws 

y>o.y be 
rirv.x<i   ;   proD«pxxity uensny   iuiiOtion 
jeen that the most probable value decreases a? a 

multiple of (log &;"£, and  the-  variance decreases as n increases 
and Is equal tc  ^^^'dlog nc,    A typical set of curves accord- 
ing to this distribution for u  - 20,000.,   v~« 1000,  end 
n A 10,1005  1000 is  shown in Figure 26,/  It is to be noted 
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that  these curves,  particularly tho^e in which n is  relatively 
small,  are skewed 10 the left*    Compare the  shape of these 
curver with the hi stoprare for ninety-sis tensile adhesion 
tests r-n a  polyester resin acting as an adhesive between slum- 
inurts surfaee* In Figure 27 X may be observed  that the adhe- 
sive tensile strength histogram is skewed  slightly,  if at alX. 
to the left,  indicating, according to the above, that we are 
dealing with a fairly large number of flaws in a tensile bond• 
A acre strongly shewed histogram for twenty six single lap 
adhesive joints containing a  thermoplastic adhesive is  shown 
in Fipuxe 28,     We mayspeeulate that the lesser number of flaws 
exhibited by this  set of lap ,1oint£ as compared  to the number 
of flaws  In the set of tensile^oints may be explained on the 
statement or Cfoland and Relssner that fracture of a lap 
specimen may be expected  to  stare at  the edges of overlap.-. 
Thus,,  if flaws are distributed at random throughout the volume 
-—-a     _-._.?•-...-     «. .»    iv...    _J' *„.    *A»«-    ......V. _•«   — i--;-i-     —-. --    •*,«*»••• *»-i V«»«- m 

to low values in a tensile specimen should exceed the number 
at the edges of a lap specimen. 

Time has not permitted the authors to investigate the 
theory of flaws beyond these elementary and uncertain specula- 
tions, nor does the theory explain t!'e nature of the flaws0 
However, cne skewnsss of histograms is a common oDservation in 
the strength of a variety of materials and should be studied 
further„ 

Assuming a normal (not skewed) distribution o 
the theory of statistics provides 0 measure of the 
of a structure which is of immediate value in the d 
process.  If we assume that an accidental error is 
braic sarr* of an irfinite number of elemental errors 
which is likely tc be positive as well as negative, 
shown that for a very larg-e number of measurements. 
tain only accidental errors, the error will follow 
distribution on Gaussian distribution law 

f values 
reliability 
esign 
the alpe- 
, each of 
'it can be 
which con- 
the normal 

where 

/ 

T\£Tf 
e.xp P 

x   -   value of  an  error  (the dlfTerence   between the observed 

2*" 
y A  the probability of occurrence of an error of magnitude 

x 

o~ ;  constant associated with the particular set of observa 
tions in question      known as the standard deviation 
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Figure 30 
Distribution of strengths of single lep joints 
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The graphical representation of this  equation is the 
farsiiiar nor^l frequency distribution curves 

I 

.4 

3 

/ 

» « 

3 

& 

From the frequency distribution curve, we may deduce 
the following information: 

a„ The area under the curve is unity,  expressing  the 
'sondit'ic!! ths't *W errc*?** or dfvi^f'^ns Tip b£>twe<*n     co 
and / <3D and that the total sum cf all the probabilities is 
eaual to 100:1. 

bo When x s O, 7X a irW"    when 
>f the particular set of measurements. 

»e 8" is a characteristic 
or the particular set or measurements*    If another set of 
measurements are taVen and results in curve II,  it becomes 
evident that ":his curve has e higher probability for 
accuracy*    Therefore-  the constant of the set of measure- 
ments T" say be looked upon as an index of precision or the 
scatter of the measurements,,    'i'he smaller the value of the 
standard deviation  *T" ,  the smaller the scatter in th© 
observed  values© 

On the basis of the_normal frequency law,  if a large 
number of n measurements X, 3f>, jtj ,-r ***'3trt   are taken,  all 
with equal skill and  care of a quantity   X   T  the most' 
probable value of the quantity is X^.  the arithmetic mean 
of all measurements,    Expressed mathematically 

n 
Expressed graphically4 the mean or average value ia 

the symmetrical axis cT the normal frequency distribution 
curve0 The nu»an value is useful in establishing the averaee 
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valu* of a set of measurements 
of the relative distribution oi 
to the mean 
deviation. 

ret It pives no indict, 
the measurements with 

value.    This is the function of the stsrrc 
The Standard Deviation is given by 

V n -i 
The standard deviation has a useful property ir 

any proportion of the standard  deviation used as the 
and  iDwer limits of the probability curve defines a  6 
area  ;>f that curve between the limits.    Since the arc 
curve between limits Is the treasure of t*e probabilit 
measurement occurring between those limits,  the stand 
deviation th^Tefr,,,*A    i? *• measure ^f th*» reTl^hi 11 ty 
ein be expeeted for'a measurement to fall between car 
values,    To illustrate, assume a  statistically accura 
probability curve with on? standard deviation as the 
and lawer limit3    This i^ as follows: 

tion - 
respect • 

ard i . " 

'* t * 
.'. •• 

•» 

that s 

upper / 

€• finite 
a under «1 
y of a •* 
ard « 
tha t • 

tsln ,- 
te 
upper - 

m 

X —  ,\ 

e 

The area in question has been cross-hatched<,    Geometrically., 
the points of inflection of the curve occur at distances -"T 
from the axis. 

Since the total ares under the curve  (from f- cO   to-zc>» 
is eq'ia>. to unity ^sura of all the probabilities),  the ares 
5 .* il<J CX       ul "c     \- UIJ   w *r     L/V/ICAJW *3V*      \J> j      vua     >:• i/nii^aiu     \J t- v A. C* *• a w J. A     n j. J. .*.    t; — »« u jf • J 

be 68 ,3^- of the total area..    This holds true for any propor- 
tion of the standard deviation,,    Th<* probability that a 
measured quantity will fall  between  limits about a mean value; 
the limits being defined  by the standard deviation q~times 
a constant n is as followst 

f.K 

*•«««*».. 
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0.5 69,15 
1,0 84,13 
lo5 93*32 
2a0 97*72 
2o5 99,38 
3,0 P<?,87 
4o0 99o99 ^ 

For the graphical representation, see Figure 31* 

ft'e can now introduce the concert   >f confidence level; 
that is the reliability that the designer can expect of 
his  strength values,.    This pre-supposes that the desirn^r 
has available the mean value of e   series of tests on r. 
pertinent adhesively bonded  joint asr-ermly and  the  stenderd 
devfatlcn of that,  set of Measurements.    With   this infmne 
tion available,  the designer say set th 1 desip.n valup of 
the  strength cf the adhesive^     (See Fir;re 32) 
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* 
Muitij^5_cJL£b©. * I 
FtTndard Deviation Probability (area under aurgej \ 

3^c30 ,:i 
68,26 J 
86.64 
9^.54 
96. ?6 
99-74 

t| 
As a rule, a designer is not interested in the upper 

limits (max, strength values) but only in the lower limits 
(ifttn.   strength  value*?.)       H<* 5.5 i"*T,J5n**i**8^.!v concerned wit»h * 
the probability that a strength value will exceed a certain 
minimum.    The probability that a »iven measurement will 
exceed a minimum value  (/•!-r» T), tne minimum value being 
defined below the mean value less the proportion of standard 
deviation In question, Is as follows: 

Multiples of the Probability (that a measure 
^tenoaH Deviation jfTtT'.exceed e minimum vtiluwj 

0. >5 
1 ,0 
1 .5 
1 c ,0 
2 ,5 

,0 

" 
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Curv* shoving  ti» probability of  the proportion of 
f&iluroa   (failure  to achieve & ninlnusm value)  as & 
function of  fche  st&ndara deviation for  the  sot of 
measurements given in  terms of failures p«s» 
thousand units0 

Proportion of Standard Deviation ^T 
Figure 31 
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SECTION III! DESIGH PRINCIPLES FOR STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE BONDS 

In any design problem, involving the Joining or 2 
fastening of two rigid members for structural or stress i 
carrying purposes and which utilizes adhesives as the 
Joining material, the designer is faced with various problems 
in making the assembly strong enough to withstand the / 

expected loads imposed on the structure. The desipn 
engineer would like to know the pure strength, (average 
values and statistics! distributions) and the plastic and 
elastic constants of the materials and the distribution 
r>f th«* st,T»An«ps in th» wdhefllve and th*» structure under 
load. From the foregoing, he could determine the proper 
geometry of the structure to withstand the load. Unfortunate! 
both the rure strength values of adhesive and the stress 
distributions In adhesively bonded Joints are largely unknown 
for reasons which are discussed in Sections XI and V, and 
very few data are available on the elastic constants of 
adhesive layers„ Further, data on the Influence of degrad- 
ing influences of mechanical and environmental degrading 

Yet* the application of the simplified desipn practices 
used for stress studies en engineering materials to an 
adhesive Joint assembly may Irad to serious and gross errors. 
It Is hoped that the following* discussions will acquaint 
the design engineer with the problems tc he faced in the 
design of such a joint? and with such tentative concepts 
as do exist, so that he may have proper perspective on the 
problem and thus more intelligently apply his judgment 
and background to the solution of bonding problems that 
might be encounteredc. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of .^dhes^.ve,Jjpnrds 

in approaching the design of a structure the engineer 
often has an opportunity to choose between an adhesive bond 

attachment he will employ in the design of his structure,, 
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TABLE  5 
Metal      Threads 

Adhesive   Rivets, Matal. 
Welds 
Solder 

Short time Strength 
High bearing Strength 
Adherent! s 
Low Bearing Strength 
Adherenda 

Long Timfe Strength 
High Bearing Strength 
Adherends 
Low Bearing Strength 
Adh8r<irtds 

Initial Dimensional 
Stability Under Load 

Dimensional Stability 
Under f*ong Time Load 

Non-ductile Adherends 
Ductile Adherends 

Strength at Elevated 
Temperstures 

Peel 01  Cleavage Strength    Poor 

Additional Sealing 
Required Against Leaks 

Electrical Conductivity 

Magnetic Susceptibility 

Requires access to inter 
ior of  i^osed or reentrant 

Bonds . E<ay_ Loekrlne* In Metals 

Good Good Good Gooi 

Good P?#r Poor 0eo<l 

IT UU1 
<•» • /* -. .. » 

vroou 

Poor Poor Poor Good 

Good Poor Poor Good 

Poor 
Poor 

Good 
Poor 

Good 
Poor 

Gooo 
As good as 
adherent! 

Poor Good Good Good 

Poor Good  Rot appiit:. Pool 

No Ye* Yes Ho 

No Yos 'les Ye* 

^ '-: 1 "***. * '» V 

cavities No Sometimes Some 'slmes 

Pre-assembly adherend 
tolerances Loose Tight Tight LOG ; • 

Vibration or  friction in 
assembly No Ye? Yes NO 

7X 
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D««ign Factors 

TABLE  5 (Continued) 
Metel Threads? Welds 

Adhesive Rivetst Metal Solder 
Bond s      Boltfr _ to^kxiBO InJ^stals 

Heating during assembly   Some No 
adhesives 

Time required before 
joint mav be stressed 

required 

require 
no heat 

Up to a 
week 

Yes 

Zero 

Yes 

No 

Zero 

No 

Yes 

When cool 

Yes 

Let it be assumed that the engineer has rfaeided to 
employ an adhesive bond in the design of a structure,,    He 
is now faced with the choice of bend geometry, the choice 
of an adhesive, the assignment of dimensions to the bond. 
th« design of any jigs or fixtures required,  the description 
of tViC stts'pe* in the bonding proc-sss, the description o* the 
test &n6 inspection procedures to be followedy  che el&5siri~ 
cation of defects and the preparation of specifications 
covering the above, 

SfiJg3&jea.2fJi>int. Geometry. 

There is no precision method of selectinf 3  joint 
geometry for use in a given application because of the large 
number of joints possible end the many conditions which 
will affect the selection of joint geometry*    There are, 
however,  several  factors of primary importance to which 
careful consideration must be given.    These are listed 
belov.    Compromises must bi made and the ingenuity of the 
designer must be depended upo:i to meat the ntsed3 of his 
specific problem, 

OPFTUTTONAI   REGIJTPEMRNTS 

Load magnitude, direction and duration are the primary 
©onsiderations in selecting joint geometry, A particular 
joint may have preat strength when loaded in one direction 
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ir 
* 

but be very weak when loaded in another,    AS an caample, 
a butt joint possesses greet strength when  loaded   In com 
pression but is very weak when subjected  to tonsils  toad 
ing .    A lap Joint will withstand fairly Mf.b tensile load 
ing bat will fail in bending or shear loading,    Tc guide 
the designer in selecting a satisfactory Joint geometry 
for various directions of loading, Table & has been ??c~ 
pared comparing different Jsint geometries when subjected 
tc various types of Ioads0 / 

11 
The magnitude and duration of loading will determine 

what area of adhesive is required and in so doing, indicate 
one geometry of joint over another since the adhesive area 
of certain joist ueoignt is limited,, Also, the adhesive 
area of certain Joints is more effectively used than in 
others» This comparative mechanical efficiency is roughly 
indicated in the Table. The design stress for the adhesive 
should bo determined by destructively testing joints of the 
geometry to be used and will not necessarily be comparable 
to the design figure specified by the adhesive manufacturer. 
If long terra loading; is required, the adhesive should not 
be stressed over 2/5 to 3/5 of its static lend strength,, 
If space available for the joint is limited and relatively 
high adhesive stresses are required, it would be well to 
use scarfed or bevelled joints to minimize stress concentra- 
tions e 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

. r 

:l 
I i 

Occasionally, soecial onerationa will 1 requirements 
affect Joint geometry selection,  If a joint is to be water 
tight or pressure tight, a geometry having a long overlap 
will be good insurance against leakage. When an adhesive 
joint is to act ar-,  an electrics! condenser, the adhesive 
srea (consequently joint geometry) will be determined by 
the required capacity, the adhesive thickness and dielectric 
constant  The simplest joint geometry to consider for a 
condenser is a butt joint with capacity. G :• — £-£ where 

k « adhesive specific inductive capacity 

A • aanesive *-rea 

d ; adhesive thickness 
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1- 

1 

MACHINING AND ASSEMBLING 

Machining eonsidaraticns are of greatest  i?>:*v;rlan«4' 
when a  thickness sensitive low viscosity adhesive Is usec 
in a  ?carf or tubular s^arf joint*    It is extremely important 
that the scarf anple be essentially the same on both 
adherends.    Unless the scarf is the landed type,  special 
.lips will be required to maintain the proper clearance 
between edherends during the cure periodc    Even with a 
landed tubular 'carf or tubular lap It may be necessary to 
pass a tight fitting mandrel through the tubes to insure 
the cidherends being coaxial therefore providing equal 
adhesive thickness around the tube,.    In general the degree 
cf a-jcuratxy in wi»«*hintn;? depends on the degree of sensitivity 
of the adhesive to thickness variation,. 

Attempting to machine <* plain senrf joint to a fee* 
ther^6 edge often results in frayed edges, especially if 
the idherends are plastic.    Turning s scarf en a large 
diameter plastic tube is extremely difficult since it is 
very easy to press the tube out of round when chucking It* 
Even the pressure of the machine tool will result in a 
defl setlor* In the tube     When taken fron- the machine,  the 
searf beeoaes oval*    When mated with 
a variable adhesive thickness results. 

j 

-a" \ 
i 

.-'        j 

I 
St 

*Vi other acherend, 

To a certain extent the choice of geometry will be 
influenced by limitations arising in the appliiation of 
heat or pressure In the bonding process^ 

FLAT OR MATCHED SEMI-SPHERICAL SURFACES 

Joints of this general geometry iapose no  restrict ons 
as regards accessibility of the glue line to heat and 
pressure.    This application Is  suitable for ail types of 
adhesives.    The primary restriction in adhesive selection 
will reattii frc-m the porosity >and thermal stability cf the 
adherends being utilized,, 

TUBULA'i SURFACES 

? 

'SI 

W 

Sleeve Type-  ti»p Joints-    Rigiu,  tubular lap joint.', 
of fixed dimensional clearance represent* e geometry whe:•••« 
no pressure can be applied to the adhesive during  Its cu.*e0 
Fixtures for properly locating and holding  the parts in 
alignment are necessary,    Adhesi**es must be of the 100$ 
reactive type and the shrinkage should be negligible,, 
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EquidIOmeter butt eleeva joints represent a design which i. 
more applicable if compression loading is to be applied 
bond „ 

to the 

is 
Sleeve type, Lap Joints, Bag Molded,. This typ® of  joint 

representative of a process in which a phenolic impregnated 
fill*.? material, such as glass cloth, may be simultaneously 
laminated and horded to end fittings, Pressures ere usually 
restricted to 100 psi* 

ft 

The selection of an adhesive for a given application is 
governed by chemical* electrical, mechanicals environmental 
and processing factors<> 

The mechanise1 factors Include the critical value of 
strength of adhesion of the adhesive to the adherends* the 
critical value.*? of the strength of cohesion of the adhesive 
cr the adherend and the elastic and plastic properties of the 
adhesive. The environmental factors which may affect the 
above include exposure to cold, heat, humidity atmospheres, 
solar radiation, water and chemicals. The ^recessing 
include the handling characteristics of the adhesive, the 
cleaning of adherends, the spreading of the adhesivei  the 
application of pressure and the application of heat which 
are covered in Section II of this Report. The designer is 
referred to NAVOHD Report 2273 for specific data on the 

«*r.» i i~> 

prcnerfcies of % ,,«.-,-<•      *   •.. - ,-•>.•.V •• v- ^r ;^4 *r-* •?      r.r.j^ 

data will be of great usefulness in the choice of an adhesive 

Of primary Importance in the selection of an adhesive 
art? the three strengths Involved,  specific adhesion to the 
adherend materials tc be joined? cohesive strength in the 
adhesive and cohesive strength in the adhsrends? 

/ / / / / 
//// 

-\\\W \\\\^\\\ sZOHESIVe  &iWL>* 

Thua, whichever material possesses the lesser strength 
at the point t>f maximum stress will limit the strength of the 
assembly., As shown in Section II it is possible to compute 
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the ^rincJ^>? 1 stresses in csrt&in simple sdhssi^^ bonds and to 
Infer Tsagnitudec to these stresses. This process has not 
been developed fully aw is not of great usefulness at present. 
It is possible, however., to eorapaf© the strengths of joints 
coEtairiing f.he'ueiikii'jai^ auhesives &n6  to attempt to choose 
an adhesive which is at least a? strong as the adherent! 
materials* Considerable comparative strength data are avail- 
able In NATCHD Beport 2273, 

It is to be noted that the designer might consider the 
possibility in the overall design problem of exchanging an 
edherend material for another type to which better adhesion 
may be obtained or which possesses better cohesive strengths 
In bonding reinforced plastic laminar materials the designer 
fthotslri b««r in mind the low bond Ktrwrspth between nlles nav 
be the iiisiting strength of the bond,. Or, for example, 
polyethylene for which no good adhesives have been developed, 
Eight be replaced with another thermoplastic material such as 
polyvinyl chloride* 

The elastic properties of an adhesive are important in 
relation to the flexibility ef the bond under external stress 
or under internal stress such as arise from temperature 
change? in wateri*!* with differentia"? therm® 1 ftoef-„*lalent 
of expansion* 

A bond containing 8 flexible adhesive will be more 
resistant to mechanical shock and vibration or thermal shock 
than a bond containing s brittle adhesive. It is often the 
case that the cohesive strength of a flexible adhesive is 
less than that of a brittle adhesive,. However, the advantage 
of toughnrsa of a flexible adhesive may outweigh the advantage 
of the static strength of a brittle adhesive. It also may 
be expected that for a given geometry the magnitude of stress 
concentration is critical spots in  bond may  be reduced if 
a flexible adhesive is used, thus leading to an optimum strength 
for the bond* See Section XI on stress concentrations in 
adhesive bonds* In bonding such materials as paper. leather, 
cloth- rubber, etc* cheese an adhesive *hicn is at least as 
flexible as the least flexible of the two bonded surfaces * 

4 - 
11* 

The plastic properties of an adhesive may be important 

bond under long-time loading.    Plasticity may be a drawback 
if eresp under heavy load3 cannot be permitted in a bond, cr 
it may be beneficial as  * aechgniSHi whereby stress concentra- 
tions -:?tfd«r rainor Icisds  (external or interns} due to bonding 
stresses or differential coefficients of thermal expansion) 
may be relieved to some extent after a perlor of time thus 
increasing the affective strength of the bond,    However, very 

8.1 
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f0n datvfl  are available on the elasticity of adhesives at this 
time,, 

In choosing an adhesive, i* . ...  _...       ..   .   . ,    _s well to resesber that 
the rnateyials used in adhesives wi':h the exception of a few 
r jterisis such ss sodiua silicate, ara laade of organic com-* 
; juiids.    Thus, thay are subject to environmental degradations 
typical of that class of material.    She designer should note 
all the conditions that the adhesive might bo fixpesed to and 
operate under and govern the choice of adhesive accordingly. 
A  few of the guidelines in the choice of adhesives based on 
environmental conditions are presented? 

a. In high temperature applications (never above 350^F. 
for sustained periods) choose an adhesive of the thermo-seti- 
ing typec    These are usually more neat resistant, 

b* For low ambient temperatures, choose a flexible 
adhesive*    These are usually of the thermo-plastlc type. 
However, most flexible adhesives become quite rigid at temp- 
eratures about ~1<PT9 and care should be taken for adhesive 
selections in temperatures about this region. 

«„ Organic solvents sort other powerful chemicals., 
may have deleterious effect on adhesives.    Since the ran^e 
of possibilities are so great la this respect, this factor 
should be checked carefully. 

da Water soluble adhesives should never he used under 
hydrosecpic conditions* 

e0 Adhesives will age.    Under prolonged  exposure to 
ultra-violet, oxypen. or other agents present in the atmosphere 
the physical properties of the adhesive #iii undergo changes, 
usually that of degradation.    This should be cheeked if the 
bonded ^oint assembly Is expected   :o have a  long u a A-f life, 

Table 6 presents a broad comparison of adbosive typ<3S 
for use In the first steps in selecting an adhesive.-, The 
engineer is referred t£> NAVORD Report 22?3 for detailed data 
an adhesives and adherends of use in making « final selection 
of aTi adhesive for an application.. 

Select! ctt Dimensions 

The dimensions of a bond are poverned by the magnitude, 
direction and duration of the load.; to be biased  upon it. 
Dy the confidence one desires to piece on it, by- Its history 
prior to use and by the environment In which it is to operate. 
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thus, if in a given geometry en expected :Io»d L wi!3 
develop a concentration unit stress S ut some point in the 
bend the greatest unit stress must be less than the most 
probable value of the least value of strength of the adhe- 
sive at that point. (See Section II en the stress concentra- 
tion and the Statistics of Fraofcure), 

From Section II we have seen t 
may be expected to exist in «nyf type 
elastic constants of the adhesive ar 

lid «, stress concentrations 
of bond unless the 

-e identical with those 
of the adherands* The unit stresses at the edges of an 

as six times the average 
eancentration in other 

e inferred from the results 

unbeveiled lap Joint may he as high 
unit stress in the bondc The stress 
types may be less than six - as may b 

engineer probably might well use six 
concentrations in lap or scarf .joint 
for estimating the stress eoneentrat 
and types of loading are not aval let- 

**«  •atsirt'w ̂ » #»Vi *.,*«• f-hm 
as a figure for stress 

s under tension0 Means 
ions in other geometries 
le and  the engineer will 

do well to apply a large factor of ignorance to any rough 
computations he may undertake in this field,, 

Let us nor undertake to compute the bonded area for a 
1 <5 *^ 4 V \ D © c v to 

of joint. Let us assume we are convinced that 
- <-fc, •*>«  *»f ,.-> 

jjoad per inch 
;h*  maxinum average unit principal etr9ss our adhesive can 
•uU and is 10,000 psi, and that our adhesive exhibits a 
icandard deviation of strengths  of 500 psi«» Let us also 
assume that our adhesive after the particular environmental 
exposure with "which we are concerned esn -withstand only 5>0# 
of the load it could withstand initially., and that the ratio 
of the standard deviation to the average strength is 8 constant 
for tha adhesiveo Let us apply a factor of six for stress 
concentration factors* Let us require that not more thsn 
1 bonti in 1000 fail under the 1000 lb. load or from Figure 3X 
in Section II the unit stress point net exceed"X- 3T\.. Figure 
\2  shows a method for working bank from the tjew strength 
of the adhesive to the area required in the bond^ or in this 
osse lha length of overlapo 

1* 

Although this process is attractive In vie?? of its 
simplicity it is not operable  for use at present because 
the basic information c~ stress concentrations an<l on the 
effects of environment on the strength of adhesives^    It is 
to be noted tnat the strength and standard devis^icn of new 
adhesive8 is of no real value in e design problem.    What is 
needed is data en the average strength and deviations of 
adhesive?, after various environmental sxponure&o    In lieu of 
this process the designer would do well to employ 8  safety 
factor of 10 in assigning dimensions to sn adhesive bend,, 
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Test Data Shoeing the Influence of Some Design Parameters 

A series of corrected tests were conducted by nn  adhe- 
sive manufacturer on the bonding of Ale lad Shear Lap specimens 
using a phenolic-vinyl adhesive. Fo? additional data see 
NAVORD Report 2273, Comparative Data^ These tests Illustrate 
mechanical behavior of joints predicted toy the theoretical 
discussion in Sections II* III, and IV u In addition , the 
tests are on shear lap joint;?, v?hich are one of the most 
important applications of adhesive bonding for stress carrying 
purposes. These tests, pertinent to the discussion, are now 
reproduced in full, 

STRENGTH OF ADHESIVELY BONDED SHEAB LAP JOINTS 

Figures 31 and 32 illustrate tie results of tests eu 
shear lap specimens with varying adh^rend thicknesses and with 
varying Joint overlaps- These relate directly to adherer?*? 
stiffness and Joint geometry. It can be seen, from Figure   , 
that varying adherend thickness and overlap length produces 
marked changes in the average computed unit strength, 'Fhe 
larger tne overlap, the less the uni;: strength for a ffiven 

unit strength for a gi\en adhesive, For a given adherend 
thickness, increase in Joint overlap does not result in a 
proportionate increase in Joint strength and that a point 1.3 
reached where any Increase in Joint v>verlap does not produce 
any appreciable increase in Joint sw-eiigth,, 

EFFECTS OF HICK TEMPERATURE ON TENSILE SKEAR 

Typical plain lap Joints were exposed to and tested at 
temperatures ranging from 70° t*j 190'* K The results are 

follows1 

Shear String' fch of Joints at Various Temperatures 
.J^injuapj,; 5int,S;     ISO Widei     24ST  ALCLA!) 

Shear 
Thickness Strength                          Rate of Lo ad 

r^ap    &r we^aj. Temperature psi            percentage App.iica' ion 
•r — -*r -irr-   T» 

i"          KG36 

11                      « 
n                      ti 
it                      n 
n                     11 

70°F 
90°F 

IIO^F 
iSc^F 
150»F 
17C»OF 

5800            100        3500* I 
3780                 99                      " 
3700                 97                     •• 
3480                      91 
\QQ0                  81                      « 
2400                  6<                       »• 

rain, 
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Shear Strength of Joints at Various Temperatures 

Bj 

Sh»ar 
Thickness Strength 

Percent; v>r«riA» 

1036 
S064 

Temperature 

*{: 10AOP 
•» 77°F 
fl « 16#>F 

HO II 77°F 
n ?l 

Rate of L^ad 
&2EUS£ti?i!u 

1200 32 3?00# 1 Bin, 
43*0 100 n05 in/ad »« 
3200 74 11 

2620 100 11 

2X80 03 H 

Hence, it appears that the joints at 260°?. using tMs class 
of adhesive may be expected to withstand approximately 75% 
of the'r normal lsad„    it was noted that the strength becaa? 
normal again when temperature was reduced to room conditions 

FATIOUE TESTS 

A  aeries of tests were carried out at 60 cycles of iejd 
no load tests until the joint failed, the results are as 
f0ll^W?i 

Effect of Repeated Loading on Single Lap Joints 
ISO Widet V8» Overlap E064 24ST ALCJAD 

Percent of Control 

100£ 
69 
62 
5? 
50 
V> 
37 

5XS&&SJ&J&U8S&.       UsiiMl 
Static Test an Control 3*00 

31.000 2U0 
60-000 2l20 
?6; po 1760 
106.600 1690 
389.5OO 1200 
730 j 600 12:70 

Another c©ri«c of tests wos mada under conditions of 
a It erne ting stresses., The machine wa 1 operated at 650 or 
1300 revolutions per minute, depend!n,; on conditions.. Thes > 
datas when reduced to stress-cycle diagrams indicate a fatigue 
strength of 10 to 20  pounds per square inch. Expressed as .-. 
percentage of ultimate flexural strength gives the following, 
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Cantilever supported 
End supported 

14£ of uiUroafte 
5f of ultimate 

tt 

Failures in the metal predominated over those or the a^hesivas 
in the joint,.   The results are as follows* 

Effect of Alternating Stress on Single Lap Joints 
», Cantilever ana End Supported Samples 1^0 Wi<3#, 

afi&l-Ai£MP 

•Support &       Metal 
Construction Thickness Amplitude 
Pf End V1,fM ISSh    !£&&§&_ 

5/16 
3/16 
1/8 
5/16 
3/16 
5/16 
3/16 
5/16 
3/16 
1/8 
1/16 

s/56 
i/4 
3/16 
1/8 
1/16 
1/32 

5/16 
3/16 
1/8 
1/16 
I/32 
5/16 
3/16 
1/8 
1/16 

5/16 
3/16 

Cantilever 
Support 
ISO c verlap ,04 

n »f 

H ;s 
tt o064 
t* n 
ti .091 
M ?• 

tt .125 
ti tt 

r. n 
1; tt 

r; M 

!» 0»l88 
«< II 

H tt 

n ft 
i« »« 
it tl 

Canti lever 
Suppo rt 064 
i,f overlap i' 

n t! 

i' n 
n n 
?• ,091 
«• iv 

«» .; 
n »> 
n t! 

11 0.125 
it If 

toad 
k*JU     Cycles pf flevenal 

(1) 
n 
tt 

2,75 
2.75 
8,?5 
6.25 

20,00 
13.75 
8.75 
6025 
•» #»*• 

56,25 
45.00 
~> ' • y — 

27.50 
17.50 
12.50 

2.75 
2,25 
1,75 
1.25 

(1) 
8,75 
6025 
3^75 
2.50 
lo25 

t^o.oo 
^75 

70.000 
1,154,000 
3,910,000 

194.000 
2,320,000 

174,900 

3t?50 
396,600 

2,647,000 
5,007.700 

1,040 
3,270 

18,100 
130,000 

2,732,000 
12,220,000 

127,350 

10,300,000 

5,250,000 (2) 
98'800 

2,450,000 
9,000,000 
7,580,000 (2} 
5,2jc;ooo (2) 

84^800 
436*000 

88 
(1) Accurate readings unobtainable for such thin metals 
(2) Failure wholly in the EetaX 
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Rffeet of Alternating Stress or.. Single Lap joints 
1V0 Wide, Cantilever and End Supported SaiTipi.es 

8+flT AMW (Cfflttfflffg)  „ 
Support &. Metal 
Construction    Thickness    Amplitude 

Canti Xever 
Support 
i" overlap 

ii 

En3 Supports 
l&O overlap 

I! 

?! 

End Support a 
3/8" overlap 

n 
H 

it 
11 
M 

•091 
» 

c125 
.188 
,064 

rt 

I! 

1/8 
1/16 
I/32 
5/16 
Vl6 
1/8 
Vl6 
^ /-><"» 

3/16 
3/8 
1/16 
1/16 
VIS 
5/16 
1/4 
3/16 
1/8 
1/16 

Load 

8,75 
6. 

56. 

27. 
17 

?5 
75 
25 
50 
50 
50 

«.«.» ;u 
85oOO 
45,00 
If ,20 
28,00 
87«50 

171-00 
113.00 
64„00 
i3«30 
.5*00 

i.i.50.. 
7.580.( 

2.1 

,000 
,000 (2) 

5t250,OOO (2) 
70 

,200 
000 •5i 

181.000 

236, 
63?s 

5,58o, 
2.080, 

95, 
to, 
63, 

1,895, 
5,Wf 

000 
000 
000 
000 
600 
800 
900 
580 
000 
000 

IMPACT STRENGTH IN ADHESIVE AND RIVETED JOINTS 

This serie.: of tests were based on single rivet  jclr.ts 
of three sizes*    Studies were made et three temperatures,, 
-70°F., ?4WP„U and 180GF.     These impact tests were mads or 
a Baldwin-Southwark Plastic Impact Machine, with a  special 
flytart for holding and striking the specimen.    The apparatus 
was ©hissed In a special heating box„    The results are a? 
foll<51F»: 

Comparison of Impact Strengths of Aitlad Joints 
Aohesive Bond Alone - Rivets Alone  -  Adhesive and 

«064 24ST AtlLAP (See next page) 
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Comparison of Impact Strengths or .lelad Joints 
Adhesive Bond Alone - Rivets Alone - Adhesive « 

Kivets Plain Lap Joints $n irf.de % $« overlap 
 . _ ggft* 84&T fti^yP____ . 

Diameter Caring    Ultimate m ct Strength Control 
t2) 

Rivets Alone 

Adhesive 
A % •*%•• ft 

Adhesive and 
Rivets 

W 
3/16" 

3/16 

600 

300 
300 

2,40 

2.40 

2.15 
11,12 

1,99 
2,48 
6,72 
3,20 
•» <*> 

2,16 

2,24 
6.88 

2o44 

2*96 

2*9 

974 
915 

1,92  671 

1.84  713 
9.12 1.220 

EFFECT OF HIGH AND LOV/ TEMPERATURE ON IMPACT 

This series of tests *?ere conducted on normally cured 
bond using a modified Chappy Impact Machine,, The samples t»ere 
exposed to and tested at th<; temperatures indicated as follows: 

Impact Strength of Single Lap Joints ar Various 
Temperatures ItJO Wide x $" Overlar. ,04 24ST AL- 
CLAD^J^aiied^^^ivenl^e^rea^i^  

Temperature 

~4Q°F 
770P 

impact Tensile Shear (ft. lbs) 

Over 14.4 
Over 16,6 
nve? 16*6 

It  la apparent that >.he impact strength of this phenolic- 
vinyl is fairly constant between -40°P and 120°F in the laachine 
used, 

EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE OK CHEEP 

Creep tests were conducted at 'oh*- Batteile Memorial 
Institute under constant eonparative test conditions^ base* 
on normally cured bonds. Average bond strength was *,I&0 psi. 
Specimens wer« E3in ained at the tes'c temperature in an oil bath. 

90 

(1) In pounds per sq„ in. 
(2) Control samples were tested in tensile shear to determine that 

joints were properly prepared. Values are in #/« and tested 
at 7C*F^ 
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Summery at Creep Tests on Single Lap Joints 
1^0 Wide x in Overlap 5065 24ST 

AttLftP 

Pglflgl^y.aB Aj8rae;e of,^ Tegt?4n Efle.h, Sertftg 

Thickness -of Joint Cinch) *002          .002 .00f          ,005 
Temperature °F 78           158 158           l$B 
Stress psi 2,650       2,080 ?o§*       2,496 
* of Ultimate 50(1}         50 50              70 
Creep rate of 400 hrs»      .000000062 nil nil    ,0000002 
per in/hr 
Total Deformation at 400 
hr. p«r in. .00073   ,0046 ,0080   ,0083 
Plastic Deformation at 
400 hrs per in5 ,00004   »0040 ,0065   0067 

SPREAD OP TEST HESULTS 

In order tc show the spread that can be expected in 
strength data on adhesively bonded Joints, the following wer* 
obtained on a limited number of samples of 3hear lap specimens 
made of stainless steel. 

Single Lap Joints in Nickel or Nickel Alloys * 

Rtetok Qt-Mtex 2&u m&T Asssi 
Monel I632 418 738 

'TC" Konel 1070 450 6?0 

Xoonel 1270 665 951 

Nickel 825 18? "42 

""Gleaned by scouring with uleansing powder and steel woolo 
Average shown is of 5 specimens. 

91 

1) First column Indicates an early series of tests with a hiphor 
initial ultimate strength* 
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I 

SECTION  IV s     BOKDIffC? PROCESggS 

Genera^ goj&kjaras&aaa 

The production of high duality joints requires the       y 
full recognition of all factors that may affect the Duality 
of the bond such ass surface pre .aration of the adherends. 
general handling considerations Xpreparation of the adhesive 
for use and application to mating surfaces) fabrication 
techniques and heat transfer considerations.. As adhesives     / 
very with respect to the above factors, it is possible only 
to generalise on these points. The inherent properties of     £ 
& particular adhesive formulation such M  pot life, optimum 
spreading rate and storage life are likewise important 
COiialuel'aiitms in any boTiding process> auu ihe CO&SU9$? 
should follow the manufacturers* instructions closely with 
respect to all factors involved in the bonding process« 

serfage firepara.uga. at Adascsafla 
The importance of properly preparing surfaces to be 

bonded cannot be minimized• 111 surfaces should at least 
be clean of oil, grease or other foreign matters General 
methods for cleaning various materials are as followst 

ao Glass 

The glass shall be cleaned by heating in a sodium dichromate** 
sulfur!c acid solution followed by a thorough rinse in water0 

bo Metals 

&o Freshly machined metals or surfaces showing only traces 
of oxide coatings shall be sanded vith No-, *+C0 paper, followed 
by a solvent rinse or wipe0 The pieces ahall then be degreased 
in s trichloroethylone vepor degreesing unito 

bo Lerge parts shall be sand blasted and the grit removed. 
by air siest.  Folio* with a solvent rinse or wipeo 

Co Plastics, Thermosetting 

Remove the glossy surface from molded parts by sending with 
Noo ?2C paper 0 Freshly machined parts or molded parts which 
have been spaded shall then be cleaned by a degreasing 
solvent wash and wipe with toluene and/or methyl ethyl 
ketone• 
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dL Plastics, Thermoplastic 

Molded parts shall ba dipped in a suitable solvent to remove 
sioid lubricants* Caution must fca exercised in selection of 
the solvent so ihpt th<* surface of the material is not 
adversely affected* 

80 Wood 

Csnd with No.. DO paper and sir blast 

to    Rubber 

&o    The rubber surface shall be sanded or roughened with 
a scraper and tnen cleaned with a light napxhao 

bo Cyclizing of Cured Rubber; The rubber (natural) shall 
be cysllsed by immersion in concentrated sulphuric acid 
(Spogrdo&f) for a period of 5-10 minutes. Synthetic rubbers 
(Keoprene, Buna & Hyear) 10-20 minut.ese if the acid becomes 
spent, these times shall be increased to obtain the same 
degree of cyclieatlono When it becomes necessary to 
increase the immersion tires beyond 15 minutes, the acid 
shall be discarded0 

Assemblies requiring only one rubber surface or one 
edge to be bonded to the metal* that surface only shall ha 
cycli£3do This can be accomplished by Immersion in shallow 
trayso Use may b$ made cf a sulphuric acid - barytas paste 
applied on the desired surface by a glass spatula or other 
implement not attacked by the acid* The paste should be 
in contact with the rubber for 10 minuteso It is essential? 
howevera that a layer of unspent acid be in contact with the 
rubber through the entire treatments 

This paste is made up by adding barytas to concen- 
trated sulphuric acid (ep<. gr^ lo8*0 until a paste is 
formed that will not run, but will stay where placed0 

After the acid treatment, whether with the liquid 
or paste, the rubber should be thoroughly washed clean 
with water and driedo In the case of the paste application,, 
rubbing during washing is desirable to remove all the 
barytasc 

Cyclizing one surface may ale> be accomplished by 
the use of shallow trays with the aid of glass or aabeato:-, 
cloth acting as a wick between the acid and the rubber to 
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he cysiijsed, or parts not- to be cyeli»ed may be masked off 
oy applying 2  coats of Geon Latex PXS manufactured by B* P: 
Goodrich Company, Akron, OhlOo 

•Trie coati %  proceed by the aeid treatment shall be 
broken to such hit  extent by Hexing, as to produce a finely 
cracked surface* 

Practically all commercial adhesives are polymeric 
materials of natural origin, or synthetic rubbers or resins 
and their combinations o These materials are supplied in 
A.*- —   ^ _ .,    _ m      "• • -    9  Ji ** r- m.   •* *• — -     ^** m w»» - ' - f * -_••" fii   r- ~* JQ        n 4  f\%*4  A 

powder corabinationo The preparation of the adhesive for 
use, other than mechanical agitation, may or may not fc« 
necessary« depending on the chemical stage and the form 
in which it is suppliedc 

For proper spx*eaaing$ adhesive* are generally applied 
in liould form, or are liquified at some stage in the bonding 
processo To achieve strength and a degree of permanenct, 
setting &ust tak# plae«« Liquid adhesives lend themselves 
to brush coating, dip coating, spray coating and roller 
coating if they are of low viscosity, High viscosity 
materials may be applied by knife coLting or caulking guns 
The film thickness desired, the number of pieces to be 
coatedf and si»e and shape factors largely determine the 
application technique to be employed for* e given application. 

'Die setting of the adhesive may involve a simple 
evaporation or absorption of solvent by a porous adherend, 
sol-gel or liouid-solid transitions? a pojymerizatlon 
process, or a combination of these.'25 Setting of the 
adhesive may be affected at roors or elevated temperatures, 
depending on type and chemical stage> 

A general classification of  adhesives according to 
material type* physical forma available, additives required 
prior to use» and cure temperature required is presented in 
CA  e.  *       IK 
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Tafclt 7 

Oena?s2 Classification e f Adhesive Materials and Their 
1 

Handling                       i r 
IP 

1 '    "      1       
• 

j 

t 
Adhesive Malaria* 

fypm 

\ 

5 

1 
© n 

V.  9 * 

9 

I 
Additive*              j 
Required Pries 

• 

Epiehlor**ydri»«Bi sFhenol 
Fowder 
Liquid 
Liottid 

None 
None 

PP H       None 
3        Amines 
H        Aw trie* 

i 
n 

v. 

Furfuryl Alsohol Liquid A T3B 
3    J> R A eld 

Phanoi~F,orT3aldehyde 
Pil« 
Powder 
Liquid 

Norm 

A or A* 

pp 
pp 
pp 

H 
H 
H 

None 
Atjid or Alkali 
None 

Phanel-Atwtau, L*craid 
Liquid 

None 
A 

pp 
pp 
pp 

H 
H 

None 
None 

Reaorei nol°Fon»ldehjds Liquid Aw pp R ftsra formaldehyde 
3* 
IS 
8 

* 

Urse.-?crs»ldehyde 
Powder 
Liquid w 

pp 
pp 

R 
?t-R 

"atwr or ratar-aei^: I 
Aaldn Ox   %oid 
producing ?<ait» 

Meiaffline-Fermldehyde 
Flla 
Pe ^**&F 

Liqnia 

None pp 
?? 
pp 

H None 
"ater 

Poiyester-Styrene Liquid rfoce pp 

11 

R-H Peroxide ftatalyeta    \ 
Cobalt A«se**ierat©r£   » 

Cellulose Acetate Liquid n. FR 
* 

None                               I 

Gellulsaa Asetate Butyrxta Liquid 7K ort R N#n*                               * 

•i"  * 
r*  £ 

A3   .« ! 
1       "JJ    (£ 

Cellulose Nitrate 
t? t *      -   .   .. * s> 

Liquid Z SR 

£75 : i 
I 

None                               I 

N«*se                             • 
3« 
P. 

II 
Vinyl Acetate 

Vinyl Aieohui 

Vinyl Cl-sle>ride-Aeefcate 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid rr. 
Fit 

SR 

it 

R 

1 Ncns» 

None 

BO Styrene Liquid SR R None 

Xethyl Uethaerylate Lfnuld E,H 
    .... 

sa R None 
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Table 7 fcontinued) 

si 
Adhesive Material 

Type 

5 .- 

I. 
ft JH 

!        . •£ 

r 
m s 

o 

| 

!  * 

!    T1    P 

$* 

Additives 
'eqiHrfx! Prior 

natural Liquid 
  
H,w 

H 
PR g 

R-H 
None 
* 

Reclaim Liquid H,w 

H 
SB 
V 

R 
R-H 

None 
* 

Kecpnme Liquid F,H,K 
?,K 

PR 
V 

R 
R-H 

None 
* 

i 
i 

Butyl 

But&diene-Acrylonitrile 

Liquid 

Liquid 

R 
H 

H,K 
H,K,- 

PR 
V 

PR 
7 

R 
R-H 

R 

F-H 

None 
• 

None 
* 

Butadler.e S tyror* Liquid R,K,» PR p. None 

Thiotol Liquid 
R 

PR 
7 

R 
R«H Lead Peroxide 

Chrx»ropff*n^/, ijsiijllc Liquid * H None 
O 

P 

Butadiene 'Aerylonitrile/ 
Phenolis 

Butadisn© Aerylonitrile/ 
Vinyl Acetate 

Liquid 

LU|u5d 

E PS 

PR 

R-H 

R      i 
        ! 

None 

%ne 

i Casein Liquid 
Porder 

CR 
PR 

R 
R 

fcrmaideh-vde 
""at^r 

3 Aniraai Poiids "R R r8t« 

E Fiah 

> 
I       •           •  - -* 

f oy Bears 
——— ~—— -, 

Code for r:oi?snto 
A.sA I echo Is 
Esthers 
PaPatty Aeid Saters 
H^&roa&tle Hydrocarbons 
K«Ketonee 
?swater 

b> Soda for Petting "eahanisqi 
PPsPolymerisation Process 
PRaSolvent Release 
aR«CheMcal Reaetion 
7s7uleanl«ed 

•The addition of accelerators nwy or may 
not be raquircd for vulcanination0 

o„ ''MTU T>Bit»fratmo 

Hs212®*e and »-.bv 
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As will be noted in Table ?{   the majority of the 
adhesives materials are supplied in volatile solvents,, or 
as powders which require the addition of liquids prior to 
their application to mating surfaces-.    The release of these 
voletiles is fundamental in obtaining optimum resultso 
Consequently, m  critical control must be exercised a^er  the 
amount of voletiles present when the assembly is closed© 
In addition due consideration must be given as to whether 
the assembly is to be processed at room or slevated tempera- 
tures o 

ROOM TEMPERATURE OPERATIONS 

that the adhesive be applied to the mating surfaces and closed 
while the adhesive is essentially in a cami-liquid state& or 
that the film of adhesive be capable of reactivation to a 
tacky state by wiping with solventso 

Porous adherends such as cork, leather, paper and 
fabrics may readily be bonded to materials of like or unlike 
composition with solvent release adhesives of the thermo~ 

will be obtained only after the major portion of the solvent 
has evaporated and only residual traces rewain0 The rubber 
base adhesives may be of the non-vulcanizing or self~vulean!zing 
T-ype = 

Porous adherends such as wood may be bonded with 
adhesive materials of animal or vegetable origin at room 
temneratureso However, joints fabricated with these materials 
are 2 ess durable than those made with synthetic resins such 
as rfjscreinol or resorelnol-phenol types c As these synthetic 
resins are ifs solvents and are set by the addition of hardeners, 
a rather close; control over the open assembly »-ime is necessary 

Thermoplastic adherends may be bonded to each other by 
either reactivating the mating surfaces with en appropriate 
solvent or by assembly with a thermoplastic polymer dissolved 
in a suitable solvento 

Thermosetting plastics may be bonded to e&.ch other wi th 
suitable tharaosetting resins such as resorcinol or phenol- 
resorcinol types0 

Tti@  bonding of rigid non-pcrour adherends such as 
glass) metals, thermoplastics and hard cured rubber to 
themselves and in combination must usually be carried cue in 
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such a manner that substantially" all volatlles are eliminated 
befor® closing the assembly if high strength void free joints 
ere to be real!zedo Consequently* adherend systems composed 
of these materials art* renerally processed by precurtng the 
coated parts prior to assembly, and they* curing the assembled 
parts under h*at and pressure* However, it is possible to 
obtain joints of good quality for some applications, by room 
temperature operations* using ncii^solvent 100$ reactive liquid 
type polyester or epaocy resinso Polyester type resins will 
produce high strength bonds with glass, metals and polyester 
laminates and their combinations* Bpoxy resins will produce 
high strength bonds with dietals, phenolic laminates and 
oyclised hard rubbers and their combinationse 

In bonding metals to non-metals a single adhesive is 
often unsatisfactory for high strength bonding either because 
it is not possible to satisfy the bonding requirements of both 
adherends with a one adhesive system or because the non-metal 
adherend will not withstand the temperature necessary to 
process the asserablyo In additlons the geometry of the joint 
may not be conducive to tha application of substantial pressures, 
For these reasons it in  oft«n necessary to apply and then 
either pre-dry or pre-cure an elastenjeric primer coat on the 
metallic adherendsa Non-metallic adherends such as thenao- 
plasts or theraosets may then be attached at room temparatures 
by using secondary adhesives such as resoieinol to which 

EIE7ATED TEMPERATURE OF TION 

In general, the highest strength adhesive and the 
most durable under various environmental exposures are of 
the thermosettlng (space pulverising) class« Although 
some adhesives of this class tmj be set at room temperature 
by the use of addition af«nt», the majority rsqulrs cure at 
elevated temperature«    Pressure. teisperat\*ref time, rate of 
heating* and thermal expansion considerations haeome fa^iora 
of considerable importance as they ha--*e a bearing on the 
ultimate strength of the bonded Joint.» 

5- V, ..--.  is MV* «% *» <• W* 

strength in that they determine when the film has been 
completely cured- 

Pressure *iay have a bearing upon the ultimate strength 
because it directly determines the amount and thickness of the 
adhesive film, and Insures maintenance of the desired contact 
despite flash or shrinkage of the filiao 
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The rate of heating Is Important, especially In the 
ease of ^srmosatting adhesives, when they are in the form 
of fil!Tss powders , or semi-solids n A low heating rate is&y 
cause cherjical conversion to b$ cured fila bsfor* the desired 
flow character!sties are developed.. This tends to prevent 
adequate vetting of the adherends at moderate pressures*! 
henee points of weakness in the bonded Joint* Conversely, 
too rapid a heating a»y c?ms« the adhesive to become so 
fluid that the bond will shew an adhesive deficiencyc 

A requisite for elevated temperature bonding is that 
substantially all of the volatile solvent be removed from 
the adherends coated with liquid adhesivs3 prior to closing 
tne asserat^y* rms is of particular importanoa, especially 
if the adherends are of a non-porous nature and maximal 
strengths are to be realiiedo Both thermoplastic and therrao- 
setting adhesives, whether they be in liquid or solid form, 
are generally quite adaptable to processing at elevated 
temperatures depending on the geometry and stability of the 
adherend systemo 

*&.* 

ife- 

To help alleviate residual stresses upon curing at 
elevated tempera turas. two rales may be applied with regard 
to thermal expansion;/ First, if possible, all portions of 
the die or alignment fixture are heated to a uniform and 
constant temperature., Cold or hot spots are bound to produce 
non-uniform expansion, resulting in either warpag© or undue 
stress on the bond* oesondly, if possible* the parts should 
hs allowed to reach maximum expansion before pressure is 
applied* Parts are placed in the curing fixture in their 
respective relative positions and the adherends are brought 
Just short of closureo A short predetermined time is allowed 
for the parts to heat, after which time the assembly is closed, 
and pressure appliede Although not eliminating residual 
stresses, the aforementioned rules will probably reduce such 
stresses to a rainimumo'^-* 

APPLYING THE ADHESIVE (12) 

The following discussion gives a brief description of 
ui6iTCu» ui adueslvc appAj.63 vion? 

Brushing 

For comparatively small areas or for assembly gluing 
operations, the adreslve is sometimes applied by brushing 
with stiff^bristle brushes or from serrated paddles or hand 
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operated extrusion gunso These methods are seldom applicable , 
hovever, to large so«le production operating procedures„ 

Spi'iy-Gun Application 

The use of a spray-gun to apply adhesive is usually 
limited to cases where repeated applications are necessary 
in order to build up the required adhesi?s»fllra thickness 
or to cases where the handling of the member to which adhesive 
is to be applied is difficult© The spray-gun method is seldom 
used in large scale operations, because (l) the amount of 
solvent for the adhesive which is required to reduce the 
solution to a suitable swravinff viscosity introduces solvent 
which must subsequently be evaporated} (2) the overspray 
results in the waste of a considerable portion of adhesive| 
and (3) suitable spray booths or other ventilating equipments 
are necessary to provide disposal of the solution vaporso 

Doctor Blade 

For the continuous application of adhesive to on$ 
««i<r<**   <yf*   a    flexible   ?!!* Serial-    thA   eva+'am   r»^   Af>t*+r%ir*   Vilftd* 
and blanket has been widely usedo "The arrangement of equip- 
ment is similar to that used in the coating of paper or clotho 
The material to be spread with adhesive is drawn continuously 
over a supporting blanket, usually rubber, which is an endless 
belt, moving on a roller system.. Against this resilient 
backing, the web to be coated is drawn across the edge of 
a dovtor blade, and the adhesive is fad to a pool in fror.i 
of this t;iade = 

Dip Tank and Rip Bolls 

The most common system for the impregnation and 
application of adhesive to both sides of material when the 
member is flexitls, as well as continuous, as in the case 
of paper, is the dip^-tank and nip-roll scheme^ In this 
system{  the contiguous veb is fed over a roller system and 
completely submerged in a tank containing the adhesive 
solution The web leaving the tank is fed through a pair 
of rollers 'which arc adjusted to remove the exessii adhesive 
and provide a uniform spread* The amount of adhesive applied 
can be varied in such a system by  changing the gap or pressure 
between the sip-rolls and also, of course, by varying the solids 
concentration of the dip batho This sytem is used extensively - 
in the preparation of paper-base and cloth-base laminates, and 
many minor variations* are in common use-. 
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Roller Spreading 

The applications of adhesive with roller spreaders is 
rao?t aommon when rigid or prediraensioned pieces ar« involved* 
In a roller spreading system, the adhesive is distributed 
over a roller from a reservoir by th<^ eotion of a doctor 
roller. The adhesive is transferred from the application 
roller to the bonding surface as the pieces are passed over 
it* 

When relatively heavy spreading rates of adhesive. 60 
to 100 lfc„ of liquid adhesive per 1000 sq. ft* single glue 
line, are involved, the spreader rolls are usually metal, 
and tns surface is eorrugaieu* J?OI- ill* lighter spreading 
rates as for synthetic-resin adhesives in the region of 20 
to 50 lb« of liquid adhesive per 1000 sq0 ft„ of single glue 
line, the spreader rolls are usually rubber-covered and 
corrugatedo The rubber covering permits sore even spreading 
rate by adjustment of the doctor roll pressure* 

Although wide viscosity variations are encountered in 
commercial spreading operations. an absolute adhesive viscosity 
of 20-30 poises is usually considered optianusc the upper limit 
for successful spreader operation^ particularly with rubber 
spreaders, is approximately 200-300 poises<, Some difficulty 
may be encountered with such high viscosity adhesive*.. howevero 

APPiAgftUgn of *Kf§mc$(12' 
The use of pressure during any bonding operation may 

vary widely, depending on the particular adhesive under 
consideration* Pressure during any bonding operation has 
several functionse The coating of the adhesive in the ^olnt 
must be reduced to a thin continuous glue line of uniform 
thickness, and in most cases it stunt be distributed uniformly 
over the joint.- Most forms of adhesive spreading ars likely 
to be uneven, and in the ease of glus-roii spreaders th«s 
adhesive is actually applied as a series of ridges cf adhesive 
spreedo Pressure also serves to eliminate any imprisoned air 
and to force the adhesive, during the flow period, into 
irrerilaTitles or por« spaces in the surface of the materials 
to be bonded^ This is particularly importance wnen only one 
mating surface is spread with adhesive  Pressure during 
bonding also serves to hold the two sides of the Join'c in an 
uninterruptedly fixed position during the period required 
for the adhesive to cure or set« For maximum strength? the 
pressure should be maintained substantially at a fixed level 
during such bonding operationsa 
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Described briefly here a?* the ^scst corr~">n methods of 
applying pressure during a bonding operationx 

CONTACT OR HOLLER PRESSURE 

Laminating under the low specific pressures which can 
be achieved with rollers or between a wet> under tension and 
& roller has until recently been confined to the manufacture 
of inulti-layer paper beards and sxsllar materials with 
adheslves of very high tacko Such pressure systems arc used 
in the manufacture of corrugated paperboard and solid fibers- 
board laminateso The development of the so-called contact 
laminating resins has extended these pressure systems to the 
continuous me.nufawlt»re of repair-vase and cloth base Icmin^ttis 
in which the supporting web Is cellophane or coated paper« 
The pressures obtained in such a laminating system are of a 
very  low order and are actually only sufficient to bring the 
flexible adjacent layers into contacto 

CLAMPS AND SCREWS 

One of the commonest methods of applying pressure, 
particularly in the wood-working industry, is by the use of 
scrftw jacks.- The pressure applied by the tightening of a 
screw or nut. of course, requires distribution over the area 
to be placed'under pressureo In order to obtain uniform 
pressure when several screws are required for a given assemblyt 
the screws or nuts are usually tightened with torsion wrenches, 
or at least the pressure is fudged during a manual operation.-.. 
In some cases, motor-driven torsion v.'p«uuhes are employedo 

Retaining clamps are often used as an adjunct to 
hydraulic pressess particularly in cold<* press plywood 
operation* where the assembly is compressed under hydraulic 
pressure in « cold press as described below, and the bale 
or assembly is maintained under pressure by the use of 
retaining clampso 

PISTON PRESSURE 

The pressure exerted by pneumatic or hydraulic pis-cons 
has several distinct advantages: it is measurable and, under 
automatic control, e«n be continuous- Hydraulic pressure can 
usually be cuiickly and easily applied and is particularly 
suited TO repetitive operations on a short time cycieo 

Pneumatic piston pressure is frequently encountered 
where light work is involved but because of compressor 
limitations is seldom used at piston pressures over approxi- 
mately 100 psio 
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FTJIID PRESSURE 

The pressure devices outlined above ell suffer from 
the limitation that they are unidirectional andf even with 
the use of rigid dies, produce complicated pressure systems 
•where areas of curvature through large angles are under 
consideration. In other words, when unidirectional pressure 
is applied to curved surfaces, the pressure component exerted 
at any point on the curve is proportional to the cosine of 
the angle between the direction of pressure and a perpendicular 
to the tangent of the curve at the point in question Where 
curved sections are under consideration, fluid or omnidirectional 
presp.urft is the solutiono 

The simplest form of fluid pressure is obtained by 
enclosing the assembly which has been laid up over rigid 
male dies in a flexible, not necessarily extensible, impervious 
bag and then exhausting the air from the interior of the 
assemblyo The atmospheric pressure is then exerted over 
the whole area* In such cases, obviously, the maximum 
obtainable pressure is atmospheric and therefore limited to 
approximately lc' psic 

• 
The next step in the development jf fluid pressures 

was the enclosure of such an exhausted assembly in an autoclave 
and applying steam or air pressure to the outside of the 
rubber bag and thus increasing the available specific pressures 

From the previous discussion, it is seen that bonding 
often requires definite heating cycles to be used in order 

obtain the ultimate strength of the adhesive„ A deviation 
the prescribed cycle ^ay yield a joint deficient in 

adhesive due to improper flow properties of the material 
during the preliminary stages of its curso The importance 
of  this consideration warrants a brief review of the funds 
mental modes of heat transferc 

to 
from 

It is.we1].understood 
 s £ .(c.irn. mwrieuiJ-ausa • * ' l"»v • - 

that heat m&y flow by three 

CONDUCTION 

Heat is transferred from one part of a body to 
another part of the same body, or from one body to another 
in physical contact with it, without appreciable displacement 
of the particles of the bodyt 
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The fundamental law of conduction is that the rate of 
heat flow, or heat content dQ/d£ t is proportional to the 
arejj of cross section A and to the temperature gradient 
-cit/dL;, both taken at the pointo The proportionality factor 
k is called the thermal conductivity, defined by the equations 

ScA 
« 

In the English system k will fee expressed as* 

CB.toUo) (hr.)^ (ft,.)"1 (deg. For1 

It is found experimentally that for a given isotropic 
substance the thermal conductivity depends essentially on 
its temperature** Furthermore, exeapt for certain speaial 
cases, the conductivity changes relatively slowly with the 
temperature <> 

At this point it would be wsll to define another term 
of considerable importance in the study of thermal conductivity< 
This ia the thermal diffusivity  which la defined by 

(11 

<  ~ Is 

'I 
'; < 

I 

where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, c the 
specific heat of unit mass* and t  the mass per unit volumao 
It occurs in the Fourier equation of temperature distribution? 

»t 
A. i q A* ~9 v x~e   • <*f-eu 

dX*  dy*  c?l!£ 

where & is the temperature at any point determined by the 
coordinates x, y, e, and t is the time* It is therefore seen 
that the rsie of tsaperature change with change in time at a 
given point is dependent upon dZ  « The thermal diffusivity 
is a physical quantity which takes into eccounc the heat 
storage property of the material, and is the index of the 
rapidity"with vh.lch the internal temperature of a slap made 
of the material increases when heat is suddenly spplied &l 
an external surfacec 

Briefly^, for a given material, the thermal conductivity 
is a raeasur? of the rate of propagation cf heat, vhile the 
thermal diffusivity is e measure of the rate of change of 
temperaturec  It is interesting to note that the dimensions 
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p 
of the \herr.al diffueivity are L/T (L being iihe dimension 
•of length and " that cf tiae) where neither a heat or 
tempera'ure dimensions are presents 

The thermal conductivity and thermal diffus'vlty for 
varicus reinforced plestic materials are given In KAVORD 
Report 2273„ 

CONVECTION 

Heat is transferred from one point to another within 
a fluid.; gas or liquid, by the mixing of one portion of the 
fluid with anothero The motion of the fluid may be entirely 
fhe resv.lt cf difference in the density resulting from the 
temperature differences, as in natural convection; 01 tne 
motion tnay be produced by -sechanical iieansj, as in forced 
convection*, 

In the flow of fluids5 even at high velocities» a 
residual film persists on the surface of the retaining wall; 
If heat is passing through the retaining wall to the fluid, 
the corr; arstlvely stagnant film is of great importance in 
determlring the rate of heat transfer.. This follows from 
the fac:::* that all the heat reaching the bulk of the fluid 
must pass through this fila by conduction and that thermal 
conductivities of fluids are lovj so that although the film 
is thin, the resistance offered by It to the f"ow of heat 
is large* On the other handg beyond the film the turbulence 
brings K.bout a rapid equalisation of terrroeratureo The 
thermal resistance of the film is quite difficult v,o measure 
anc an indirect method is used for tb *ir calculation.  Ths 
film coefficient can be defined by the relation! 

A-II (Ti *T„) 

T^ is  tha temperature at tne outer surface of  -he film ar; i 
Tvi i.e   c)-.o temperature at tne solid-rim interface 

fii'!:h research hr.s r>een dor>« on   -he dete:v-.in/: ;iori of 
filE  coefficients and many  equations 'nave bee?:1 developed fo 
their evaJurtlon under specific concisions* 

The Dittus*Boelter equation Is indicative of the type 
ca^cujeiioa used for evaluation of film coefficients  for 
fluids  :.n turbulent flow inr.ido clec.n round pi\xiz" 
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0*8 Ooi* 
h s 0.0225   *   ifiijgi J&12 

h « coefficient of heat transfer 

D s diameter 

k -s thermal conductivity 

u s linear velocity 

«? s density 

-<t s viscosity 

C - specific heat 

Many variables are ercountered in the calculation of 
film coefficients and the node of evaluation will depend 
upon the particular application in question* 

U\L XHi  iUJi 

Heat is transferred In the form of radiant energy which 
is emitted in all directionso When this energy strikes 
another icdy, part is reflected and part may be transmitted 
unchanged through the body, depending on its degree of 
opacityo Tha  remainder Is absorbed anl quantitatively 
transformed _.nto heat© 

The fundamental law covering the transfer of heat by 
radiation Is Stefan"3 laws (black body radiation) 

q a bAT^- 

A » the area of the radiating surface 

T s its absolute temperature In degrees Rankinc 

All bodies at all temperatures above absolute rerc 
radiate energy according xc  Stefan's Izw- -•oHSi&er s saialj 
boJy of area A and temperature T^ completely surrounded by 
a hotter body of temperature Tjo The net anount of heat 
transferred from the hotter body to the colder bod/ I3 
therefor* the algebraic sur. of the radiation from '.he two 
bodiess 30 that Stefan's irw may be written for the case S3 

q 2  bACTx^ r2
4) 
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wher« fc * 0oi?3 x 10'*- Btu/Csqoft,)Chr<>}/0Eanklne1 

Thi;s assumed * however,  that all of the heat, radiated \ 
cooler fcoSy fells on the hotter and is absorbed by it 

the 

31 Wo actual substances fulfilJ  this last assumption0 
Instead of absorbing all of the radisnt energy that falls 
on thea, they absorb only &  part of it and reflect the rest-. 
An ideal black body is one which reflects none of the energy 
falling on ito Most objects with a matte black surface 
approach the theoretical black body closely enough for 
practical purposeso Polished metal surfaces and white bodies 
deviate widely from the theoretical black body<> It rnay be 
shc.«r»j liovcTcr, thct inside ?. *»i'*«»«»rt <iv>*t-Q  where the tempera- 
ture is uniform throughout, all substances*,, no matter w 
their color or surface, behave as black bodieso 

;hat 

Since no bodies actually exhibit black body emission? 
another term must be included in the Stefan law to give 
quantitative results I 

The term £ is known as the eraissivity of a surface*     ,.,.,* 
Emissivity factors for various substances are as follows* •*->* 

')    Emi33ivity 

0„9*+5 
Oo055 

0«8C - Oo95 
O08O - 0.95 
!\     *'> *i  nf". 

Surface Tern oerafr ire  ( 

1, I<arapb! lack loo- •70C 
2. Aluminum (poll shed pla t«) 78 
3« Black lacquer 100 -200 
h0 White Lacquer 10c- -200 
5° Cbtidis ted Iron 390-11 if 

DIELECTRIC KEATING 

High frequency dielectric heading (Wu used to a 
considerable extent for w.tectriwa^. an n~condue ting ma teriaIs 
«ti«h as wood, plastics and rubbers an a means of producing 

* eat throughout a given mass at a uniform rate.. The 
is carried out Dy placing the process Tiaceriaj xo D<e  neatvu 

betveer- ^le^ti'odftSj which in turn are connected to the source 
of an alternating electric potential or os^ij.lator0 The 
high frequency field set up between the electrodes is passed 
through the material and causes the molecules to align 
themselves to the rapidly alternating reversals of fieldc 
This molecular motion results in friction and causes the 
material to absorb the same amount of energy throughout its 
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cross section, with the result thet the temperature rlsa is 
urilfora regardless of Its Sherrcai conductivity. 

| The powsr required to boat a n«.»ii«=condueting material 
is based on the freousncy of the field, the square or 

• voltage a«ros«. the mass* the dlelectrie constant of the 
material and its p«-ver factor« 

***** 2 J.U1 ^fF11 x 10~12 wtf 

E - voltage 

•r •• f*i«)nn«nmp  AIM 

F^ - lost factor (power factor of material times 
dielectric constant) 

.* \ As Area of material^ too in0 

t s thickness of ma**!rial9 in<> 

Corporation and ia for heating of dielectrics having uniform 
sections» If the material varies widely in shape, density, 
and moisture content, corrective allowances will have to be 
made* 

The frequency used should be one that offers the 
• greatest loss factor so that the taaxisinra capacity of the 
I escalator will be utilizedt The voltage used should be 
I as high as possible but slightly below the point where 

flashover occurs« The usual practise is to raise tha 
voltige until flashover takes place, then reduce it to a 
safe operating valueo 

\ This brief review of boat transfer indicates the 
methods of heating that can he utilised for the heating of 
adhesives to their cure temperature* Heating devices which 
are available include presses, ovem,  strip heaters, cartridge 
heatersj infra red 'Latsps; hot fluids and dielectri*? heaters* 
Each aonijcation reauires special consideration and the selee 
tlon of the method of besting to be Applied will depend upon 
the peculiarities of the case in Question* 

I 
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i 
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There are two distinct approaches to the problem of 
designing engineering structures which incorporate adhesive 
joints* One method is to build the desired structure using 

j some adhesive and then test the entire structure by exposing 
i it to all the forces and environments to which it will be 

subjected and observing whether or not It performs In a 
satisfactory manner. The other method consists of choosing 
an adhesive of known physics 1 properties, and designing a 
joint in which it is analytically determined that the adhesive 
strength will not be exceeded during the life of the structure0 

'JTie first method must be used wnere small sa.Tety factors 
are ussd in structures too complex for accurate analysis such 
as aircraft* In general, however, this method is only practical 
where it is economically feasible to build numerous complete 
assemblies and empirically determine by a comprehensive testing 
or field evaluation program the suitability of th« adhesive 
application* There is al30 the disadvantage that each structure 
configuration wast be tested independently? 

The second, or analytical, method requires the determina-" 
jj tion of the stress distribution in the joints to be bonded, and 

the choice of an adhesive whose physical properties, when used 
with the adherend materials involved are known or can be 
determined by tests» 

The designer can, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, 
compute the stress distribution in simple structures made of 
an engineering material such as steel which can he considered 
isotropic, homogeneous, aad which obeys Hook*s law for small 
deformationsc However, the inclusion of an adhesively bonded 
joint in a structure uniting, as it does* two widely dissimilar 
materials, vastly increases, the difficulty of  ascertaining 
stress distribution!« The evaluation of the shear and tensile 
properties of an adhesive which are pertinent to the analysis 
of stresses in a bonded joint is also rendered complex by th& 
inherent discontinuous nature of a bonded jointo Goianc. and 
Reisner hpve pointed out that the streso distribution in a 
simple lap joint varies considerably with the thickness to 
elastic modulus ratio of the adhesive to the adherend, and 
that even in this geometrically sintpie configuration stre^a 
analysis was only possible by utilising simplifying assumptions, 
which represent only two extreme cases of adhesive and adherend 
elastic modulio 
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ASTM T«at Methods 

She Amejriean Society for Testing Materials has 
investigated a number of teats used to evaluate adhesivess 
Some of these have been adopted as standards and others 
accepted only tentativelyo The significance and limitations 
of seme of these tests should be understood by the engineer 
Who wishes to us« then as a basis for the evaluation of any 
adhesive~adherend combination,, 

The method which the ASTM has adopted as standard for 
the measurement of tensile strength appears to have several 
undesirable features as a method of determining the ultimate 
tensile strength of an adhesive» It appears that the adhesive 
film is not strnlnotd uniformly due to the proximity of the 
adhesive bonding area, the load application, and points of 
high stress concentration caused by specimen geometry* 

When one wishes to determine the tensile strength 
of a material the usual procedure is to make a long test 
•» j^w w^--•***,£• a_-  »- z.       s.z * **     uia v*s* An*  **c-\ -» tMMh   -» *-«. r       v-**«* & *• Q ** *»  -w****.**-  «r*.--  **.»«««• w-w * 

a load can be applied, (b) portions ^hich form a gentle 
transition between the ends ard,, (c) a center portion of 
coy.'tant cros* ®?£tional srsa* -Such a sv*e,'*im!?'n i? ma.-?.* 
long so that there will be little or no irregular distri- 
bution of tensile stress in the central portion caused by 
the grips holding the enlarged endso The specimens are 
enlarged so that the maximum stresses developed there due 
to the test and gripping forces will not cause local failures 
The transition sections serve to isolate the test portion 
from any high local stress concentrations in the gripping 
portion and allow the stresses to increase steadily, ^but 
not abruptly) to a maximum in the center section* The 
gradual reduction of area in the transition section &1BO 
prevents the development of any stress concentrations beyond 
the gripping portiono This specimen configuration results. 
in the test portion having uniformly distributed stress 
across any section,-. 

If ve compare this typical t*»rtsi3« specimen with tho 
cne adopted by ASTM for adhesivesg we see that the specimen 
ha? no transition between the gripping portion and the teat 
,'^1f*^4 Afl 4» V* »     V*^ 44r,*     **.**. »«*      4 **     v. ••»«*•      •<*»>*.. ^ -w -4- £% A      ^-*»*-*vrt     <*-V. *a.      r* HS * ¥W%4 *% rfv 

portion* and the test portion is very short with respect to 
its diametere Because of these differences there is good 
reeson to yuspect that the adhesive bond is not subject to 
a uniform tensile loadv i„e0$ the bonding surface distorts 
from a plain surface as the test load is applied resulting 
in different locations in the adhesiveo 
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The difference in test loads to causa failure in tha 
specimens of different lengths wouXd seem to corroborate 
these suspicions, 

The type of distortion or.e might expect from the 
geometry of the specimen and resulting stress distritution 
on an elastic adhesive are shown below* 

strain at cantor of adhos 
1/2 original        ~" | r^*^' ive 
adhesive thick-    1 / : »—nen planar distortion 
neas ~   ! Ml r- * train «n edge of adheeiv* 

 •* :.,  •— -~, -SEK.  
T i > 

Sinre the adhssive between the specifier, halvxs is 
usually only oiie or two mils thxck, it can easily be seet?. 
that a very small distortion of the bonding surface will 
cause large differences in the unit strains values 
developed in the adhesive.  For example, in the above 
sketch* 

Assume: Original film thickness * ,002 ino 
Non-Planar Distortion s oOOOOl in. 
Unit Strain at Center a 2# 

then, strain at center s oOC002 in* 
strain at edge - yoOOOS" • 'c'OOOOl ? 200003 
unit strain at edge s 3$ 

Since in t^e elastic range the stress will be 
proportioned to the strain, the stresses developed a<* 

the center© 

Aj*;other, gnu perhaps unavoidauiiSi source oi  «»*«* 
in the measurement of the strength cf an adhesive subject 
to pure tension is the development cf transverse (or radial) 
strains *;*hich must develop in the adhesive and adherends 
when they have different Young"s Mocuiio (See Section II) . 
It is not uncommon for a mexallic adherend material to 
have a modulus 100 times that of the adhesive IT  thay 
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both have about the snsse Poisson ratine the adhesiv* vil3 
try to contract 100 times as much as the adherend vhi«& 
will result in the development of various strains resulting 
in a non-uniform stress distribution throughout the adhesive... 

From the preceding discussions of possible causes of 
non-unifona stress distribution ia a standard adhesive 
tensile specimen one might expert strains to occur somewhat 
as exaggerated in the sketch belowc 

n A 

i » 

./ 

r 

! ? 

Failure would surely octjur Just at the boundary of 
the adhesive where the Induced shear and tensile stresses 
are at. a maximum* The measured test load when divided by 
ths bonded area would give values much lower than the 
inherent or true tensile strength of the adhesive It can 
only be said that the standard specimen will give a safe 
value of tensile strength to use in design eouputetionsr 

Because most bonded joints in structural applications 
are usually designed to withstand the applied loads in 
shear, the evaluation of the shear strength of adhesivss is 
of prime importance0 It is unfortunate that, as in tensile 
testing, it is very difficult., if not impossible, to apply 
a uniform pure ehear loading to an adhesivec The ASJM has 
proposed several methods for evaluating the 3near strength 
of ndhesives ty applying tensrUe or compressive loads to 
double lap .iojnted specimens or torsion to solid or tubul&r 
DuXX   jOinT-5   9~i0   nSS   adopted   a 
compromise between rigor and ease"of tasting 
obtained from the=e tests ere not pure sheer strength values 
ss the mathematical analysis by Goland and. Reisner (See 
Seetion II) indicates that the adhesive in lap ^ointt Is 
not subject tc» pure (or simple) sheav,, 

The results 
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Cb) Tha analysis of the stresses in an adhesive joint i» 
a problem too complex for accurst® solution ever, in the 
simplest casesc 

Thereforet the application of analytical solutions to the 
&*»ign of structures with bonded joints can only be approoci- 
naiede 

The use of adhesives as dielectrics in electrical 
assemblies is being given widespread attention* Further, 
tna usa of dielectric absorption as a method for the 
application of boat in bonding processes is now of 
eonaidersble technological importance particularly in the 

iration of electrical test methods for adhesive* has become 

established a sub-committee on Electrical Test Methods for 
v/.ixS pUrP*rf3«« 

The Sub-committes on Electrical Test Methods has 
reviewed the methods recommended by the ASTM Committee D»9 
on Insulations and feels that with minor adaption the 
available techniques and equipment will suffice* 

/ 

A aieift O? B  Ten^ax-ive i«et inethoce soi wi© aj.eci?icajL 
Properties of Adhesives is now being circulated for acceptance, 
It is reproduced here for information purpose*' onlyi 

Tentative Methods of Tasting Adhesives Used 
for Electrical Insulation 

lo "Those methods cover tests for adhesives, 
(a) in liquid state which are intended to be cured by 

dielectric heatings and 
(b) In the solid sts.te, which ar«? intended for the purpose 

of providing electrical Insulation* The tests appear in the 
following orders 

Fewer Factor and Pielsstrici Constant of Timid Adhesive* 

rover Factor and Dielectric Constant of Solid of Highly 
Viscous Adhesive* 

Dielectric Strength of Solid Adhesives 

Insulation Resistance of Solid of Highly Viscous Adhesives 

Arc Resistance of Solid Adhesives 
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2... {&) lest specimens for the detc-:. •notation of pcver i act or 
and dielectric constant of so3id or hi.'hly viscous adheslves 
by* 

(1) Methods Involving a simple capacitor circuit shall 
be prepr.r^d in accordance with the Ste-idard Method of Test for 
Tensile Properties of Adhcsives (D8>>7-f9). 

(2) Methods involving a capacitor with guard ring shall 
be prepared as in 2(b) • 

(b) lest specimens for us*» In determining the insulation 
resistance of solid adheslves snail consist of two metal discs, 
one 1/8" x 2" die- the other 1/8" x 1' 5 dia, ar;d a metal ring 
i/3" x 2" OD and 1*7?"  ID, bonded together by the sample adhesive 
as shown in Pig. 1. The specimen shaii be bonc.ed by the 
application of pressure or heat if necessary by means of 
parallel platens in e. suitable pre»;j<» The thickness oi glue 
line shall be not greater than 03060 nor leas than 130010« 

!      \~* 1 & ca 

S mJZZZZZZZZZZ/ZZU2, 
—- ZOOM. V J 

~fjone$wti 

1 . 

(o) Test specimens for use in determining the arc 
resistance of solid adhesives shall consist of panels of 
silicons resin bonded glass cloth laminate. V* x V" x  1/8 
coated en one side with one or more lcyerso 

3c Gluing and preparation of areas which are to tc cemen .eel 
shall be dons in accordance with tb-3 i.rocefiure as outline'5. 
by the manufacturer of the adhesive, 

Procedure 
POWER FACTOR AND DIELECTRIC CONSTANT <? LIQUID AEF.ESIVES 
H„ The power factor and dielectric: c< istant of lieu id adheslves 
shall on  determined ?nd reported in accordance with Standard 
Method cf Test for Power Factor and D.' electric Cor.stant ox* 
Electrical Insulating Oils of Petroleum Origin (A6TM Desir'nu- 

POWER FACTOR AMD DIELECTRIC CONSTANT ••? 301 ID W  HIGHLY VISCOUS 
ADPE3IV!'« 
5o    The power factor and dielectric c« ristini of solid or highly 
viscous r.dhesives shall be determined  ?nd reported  In acordmce 
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with Tentative Methods of Test for F© mt  Factor and Dielectric » 
Constant of Electrical Inflating Mat >rip.Is (Dl^KM+T?), except 
that test specimens shall be prepared in accordance vlth  ?(&'» 

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF S<UID ADHESIVE> 
60 The dielectric strength of 3ol!d adhesive3 shall be detemirsd 
and reported in accordance with Tentative Methods of Testing; 
Varnishes Used for Electrical Insulation (DilS-MJT* => 

IWSiriATIOW RESISTANCE OF SOLID OR HIG ILT VISCOUS ADHBSIVES 
?c The insulation resistance of soli i adhesives shall he 
determined and reported in accordance with Tentative Methods 
of Test for Electrical Resistarie of insulating Materials 
(D2;>7^9!T) except that the test specimens shall be prepared 
in accordance with 2(b)•> 

ARC RESISTANCE OF SOLID ADHESIVES 
80 The arc resistance of solid adhes .ves shall be determined 
and reported in accordance with Tenta ;ive Method of Test for 
High Voltage, Low Current ACR Resistance of Solid F-lectrical 
Insulating Materials {DM?5M+8T) excep; that the specimens shall 
be prepared in accordance with 2(c)o 

9o The report in addition to the ite is called for in the 
rejaved methods, shall include the fo .lowing? 

(1) Complete identification of ths adhesive appliedo 
(2) Method of applying the adhesiveo 

The difficulty of analytical soLutions and the cost 
, of full scale testing in any design problem often lead to 
the use of models as an economical re liels by which confirma- 
tion of design calculations may be male and from which the 
physical properties of the prototype lay be predicted with 
confidence* Since Goland and Relsners conclusions for lap 
Joints oan be extended to Indicate th-rt the stress distribution 
in a bonded joint varies considerably with the thickness to 
rigidity ratio of the adhesive to the adherence the use of 
sea" e Jtodels to evaluate structures hiving bonded Joints 
mast be made with considerable Judgme it If serious errors are 

3P£38£ligflLPf. Adhesive ilsnflg 

T.i«s strength and reliability of an adhesive bond is 
very dependent upon the dogree with wilch the adhesive fills 
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the loint end is attached to the surfaces prepared for it* 
A full, welli bonded joint distributes the stresses uniformly 
over the ad'scent adhereM materials. Any flaw in the 
assembly is likely to lead to fracture at sub-normal loadings 
due to stress concentrations in the adhesive at the edges 
of the flaw (See Griffith's theory of flaws - Section XI). 
It is therefore desirable to inspect e bond for Haws after 
assembly in order that defective bondj, may be rejected and 
the bending processes revised to eiiainate future defective 
^>ond8 o 

Flaws in adhesive bonds include the following? incomplete 
filling of the joint, inclusion of aii» inclusion of solid 
particles which may act as stress raisers» poor wetting of 
V«^,4«*t •*— m     *.-» 4 .*>*>* m.*   ~_-  «..«*..   _".-~_J_— ,  Snril'HtlB 

pressure, insufficient cure of the adhesive, cracks and 
fissures due to improper design or best cycle and resultant 
rapid or excessive shrinkageo 

Ttis detection of flaws by visua."* means throughout the 
bond is not possible except when transparent adherends are 
bondede However, the existence of a food contimious bead of 
excess adhesive at the edges or the bend fives 3cme assurance . 
that sufficient adhesive was applied i\n&  that enough pressure 
was developed within the joint to extrude some of the adhesive« 
However, observation of the edges of vhe bond give no indica- 
tion of other conditions which may exist within the bond$ as 
a result attention has been directed *oward the development 
of ether means for the detection of flaw§« x-rays, ultrasonics 
and electrical measurements have b^en explored by various 
investigators in attempts to detect f'awso 

X-rays are capable of detecting microscopic flaws 
such as bubbles or solid inclusion in adhesives in structares 
the adherenda of which are of low atomic number* X-raya 
five no clue as to the existence of ?r:,croscopic flaws or of 
poor adhesion at the adherend surfsoe.c.<» In structures* the 
adherenda of which are of high atomic number* the amount of 
x-ray attenuation due to the adhesive is small compared to 
that due to the adherends and voids i;» the adhesive are 
difficult or impossible to detecto 

Ultrasonic techniques heve been studied as a -neans 
for detecting flaws in structures end have been tried on 
adhesive joints 0 One technique employs pulsea 
ultrasonic waves which are transmitted from a transducer 
pressed against the structure• Echoes from the adhesive 
bond interfaces from any flaws and f r »ra the opposite face, 
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corns br.ck to the transducer in the order in which the 
transmitted wave impinges upon thcis,. Ahe amplitudes of 
the reflected waves ars dependent upci the si?* and shape 
of the flaws and upon the differences in acoustic impedencei 
between the adhesive and the adher-sndju "he amplitude of 
the reflected waves are also dependent upon the damping 
characteristics of the materials fchrcigh which the waves 
must passa A second technique employs frequency modulated 
ultrasonic waves which are transmitted into the structure 
from a transducer pressed afainst one side. Here, the 
structure resonates at various frequencies depending upon 
lt3 dimensions when the frecuency sweeps through those 
frequencies* Having become acquainted with the frequencies 
and amplitudes at which a flawless structure resonates it 
4 e?     TV^C* nihlo     +• r\    * ,r\f\\r    <*#%*•     n A A *? *• 4 /%»=*.-, *}      *•<*, ^nnenf     ^VIA/IIIAM^^ AC     ^ n *• Q      j.Vijo4.L-i.^       ^V     <A-vr\/«V     *• U#A      auv •»   v A Vi*;- -i     -•• ".-    'viiM^v     -*. £ •-# v< ** v VA*. -»• - '->     « •-" 

production samples and to Interpret ticse additional 
frequencies and amplitudes in terms of the quality of the 
structure* Neither of these technlquas have been found to 
be of particular value in connection vith the detection of 
flaws in adhesive bonds due to attenuation of ultrasonics 
in most material* and due to the smal1 acoustic differences 
which are introduced by flaws• 

Considerable interest has ds/el oped in electrical 
measurements as a means for the detection of flaws in 
Joints revolving mainly around capacitance measurements 
in bondf. between metallic adherendso It is thought that 
small differences in the capacitance of a bond may be 
interpreted in terms of the existence of voids and that 
3oss measurements can be interpreted in terms of the degree 
of cure of the adhesivee The method does not appear to be 
of value in connection with the detection of flaw* in 
adhesive layers between non-metallic adherendso 
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SECTION VI - j^LOSS^^v 

£>£&£!&•>  v« - To cause two surfaces to he held together by 
adhesion,, 

AdtLSTSSlg, »• " ^ body which is held to another body by an 
adhesive. (See also Substrate*) 

Adhesion^ n, - The state In which tvo surfaces ere held 
together by int«rfaeia3 forces which may 
consist of valence forces or interlocking 
action, or both* (See also Adhesion* 
Mechanical and Adhesion, Specific.) 

Adhesion. M^cfcanjcal* " Adhesion between surfaces in which 
the adhesive holds the parts together by inter- 
locking aetioiio (See also Adhesion^ Specifica) 

Adhesion* Spec|fjLc» - Adhesion between surfaces which are 
held together by valence forces of the same 
type &s those vfaich give rise to eohesion<> 
(See also Adhesion, Mechanical)* 

Adhesive. na - A substance of holding materials together 
by surface attachment• 

Note t  - Adhesive is the general tera and includes 
among others ceraent, glue, mucilage and paste* 
All of these terms are loosely used interchange- 
ably,. Various descriptive adjectives are applied 
to the terra adhesive to indicate certain character- 
istics es follows: 

Physical form, that is< liquid adhesive, tape 
adhesiveo 

Chemicsl type* that is, silicate adhesive, resin 
adhesive., 

Materials bonded, that ts$ paper adhesive, 
Distal-plastic adhesive, can ja'bel adhesiveo 

Conditions of use, that i?, hot-setting 
 __   adhesive- 

«  ASTM Designation: DW-Wi' 
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AtfhPJtfT?? A^^T. - An adhesive whioh can be used for 
bonding parts together, ueh as In the raanufaciure 
of a boat, airplane, furniture, and the like--. 

Ho££; The terra assembly adhesive is commonly 
use;' in. the wood industry to distinguish sueh 
adhesive;! (formerly celled "joint glues") from 
those used In making plywood (sometimes called 
"veneer glues"). It is applied to sdheslves used 
in fabricating finished structures or goods3 or 
aubasse;oblies thereof, an differentiated from 
adhesives used in the production of sheet materials 
for sale as such, for exampleP plywood or laminates 

AfltoftJLsa > Cold-8ettipK° -#An adhesive which sets at temperatures 
below 4u°G*  (63c?.)# {8er* also Adhesive, not- 
Setting} Adhesive, Intermediate Temperature 
Setting\  arid Adhesive, Boom Temperature Setting)* 

Adhesive, ]$a%z&S&&E&. "  An adhesive which reouires a tempera-5 

tar© at or above 100CC. 212°F.) to set it» 
(S«fee also Adhesive, Cold Setting! Adhesive, 
Intermediate Temperature Setting: L „d Adhesive, 
Boom Temperature Getting .) 

Mh23lMi  In£e£a££l££fi XgffiP£2&j&££ $&.-£ll&.  - An adhesive which 
sets in the temperature range 31 to 99CC& (87 to . 
211<>Fc)o (See also Adhesive, Cold-Setting. 
Adhesive, Hot-Setting., a/id Adhesive, Room Tempera" 
ture Setting*} 

AJkejiiS*., .P?SSS^rfrrsga?Atl.Y3o r- Ar. adhesive nade so as to 
adhere t.«~. n surface «t room temperature by 
briefly applied pressure aloneo 

M*^sl£*i R9QK,^£!{iliSXMl3iX^Ml%lS^  - An adhesive which sets in 
the temperature range of 20 to 30°C. (68 to 86r?.,( 
in accordance with the limits for Standard Room 
Temperature specified in the Tentative Methods 
of Conditioning Plastics and Electrical Insulating 
Materials for Testing« (ASTM Designation D 618)* 
(See also Adhesive, Cold'Setting; Adhesive, Hot- 

o        #~S 

Setting* 
.*.     • v«i.f. tUIMVhAU t#V        -i   v*   I1J/V4 (% *«i 

"* 19^Book of ASTM Standards,   Part 6 
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&&&&&£&   JtoUCAtf^ABPllfifoUfiB - A tare used to describe an 
adhesive consisting of %%tc parts 8 on$ part being 
applied to one aciherend and the other part to 
the other adherend and  the two brought together 
to form a joints 

Adhesive. jJajZae^j^SjLflS • A term which Is sometimes used as a 
synonym for Intermediate Temperature Setting 
Adhesive..    (See Adhesive, Intermediate Temperature 
Setting)9 

Api-ng, Time -  See Time, Joint Conditioning 

Aggressive T^ek - See Tack, Dry. 

••^^ASmy^kSI   **° **   Vfoup   OJ.    iUHterieuiS   or   partS-   a.2A£j.UujLn£   5IUU«'-3J.7£, 
which has been placed together for bonding of vhiea 
has been bonded together 

AS££SiblX* Adhesive - See Adhesive, Assembly» 

Assembly, $XV& m 3*« Adhesive, Assembly 

A&afifffclXJEJBS - See Time, Assembly 

Bfi^JSal^lag " A method of molding or bonding Stvolving the 
application of fluid pressure. v>.&\- -1". bv means 
of air» steam, water, cr vasu"um; •.J a - .axible 
cover whioh, soaetimss in conjunction with the 
rigid dies completely encloses the material to be 
bonded* 

j^der. a„ «= A component of an adhesive composition which is 
primarily responsible for the adhesive forces 
which hold twe bodies together* (See also 
:ixtender and Fillei*)c 

Blis.tgr. n3 - An elevation of the surface of an adherend, 
somewhat resembling in shape a blister on the 
human skin; its boundaries may be indefinitely 
outlined and it ma/ have burst and become 
flatten^ 

Notei - A blister may he caused by insufficient 
adhesive \  inadequate <.«. r J ig time, tempera tare 
or pressure; or trapped a::r;, water, or solvent 
vapor o 
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2&2gfciXJg» n« •-» An undesired adhesion between touching layers 
of a material, such as oe<r»ara under Moderate 
pressure during storage c* us«Q 

n« -• THe attachment at an Interface between an adhesive 
and an adherand* (See also Joint;) 

v=> - To attach materials together by adhesivesu 

CjttalvBt. no - A substance which markedly speeds up the cure 
of an adhesive when added in miner quantity sa 
compared to the amounts of the primary reactantso 
(See also Hardener and Inhibitor») 

Cejagaiv n« - See Adhesive 

5sl2.tilii Ve - See Bond, v«, adhere, v» 

£lgfl&<*. AsawJaAxJElBS - s»« Time, Assembly 

Cohesion. no - The state in which the particles of a single 
substance are held together by primary or secondary 
valence forces» As us«jd in the adhesive field, the 
state in vhi^h the particles of the adhesive (or 
tne adherend; are held together.) 

9SU FlM - See Creep 

Cold Prerslpg - A bonding operation In which en assembly is 
subjected to pressure without ths application of 
heato 

ppld -Sa^xifig Adfresfrye - See Adhesive, 3old-Setting 

jQclSJte&i-, n« - See Hosin 

gopdensat?-on, n» » A chemical reaction in which two or mor« 
molecules combine with ths separation of water 
or some other sisple substance* If a polymer 
is formed, ths process is celled polycondensatioa0 
(See also Polymerization«,) 

'- 

• 

• 

Copp^yaer " See Polymer 

Coro Jtyma?%?£XXQfc ' see Polymerization 

12" 
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££&&*£&* Ae - Fine cracks vhich may extend in a network on or .   * 
under the surface of or through a layer of adhesive* „* 

BaIaminnt?.on? no - The separation of layers in a laminate 
because of failure of the adhesive, either in 
the adhesive itself or at the interface between 
the adhesive and the adherend, or because of 
cohesive failure of the adherend,,. 

J&atJLguSfiESSfl - 5e® Spread 

i&y? v« » To change the physical state of an adhesive on an 
adherend by the loss of solvent constituents by 
evaporation or absorption, or both (See also Cure 
and Gst}o 

Drv fttrenpth - 3ee Strength, Dry 

$ZXJL&$&  - See Tack, Dry 

flgYiar..SSBSSgftSagt - s*e Temperature, Drying 

P£2tii£j£lB& -  Ss- "i'imej, Drying 

IU£A&G9BS£t n° " A material which at room temperature can be 
— *.-* - A. -. *. _ JI  _.._.•.._»<*.. A.   ^ *^  *  ^ . *  4- „,*.-» „ 44.,, 

original length and, upon immediate releass of the 
stress, will return with force to its approximate 
original length« 
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i i 
Crj*ej>, r»» * The dimensional change with time- of & material under 

Iced, following the initial instantaneous elastic 
or rapid deformation* Creep at room temperature    •'{ 
is sometimes called Cold Flow* "i 

Cross fcEUala&tftfi •" 3§* Laminated, Cross 

£a.££t •• ' To change the physical properties of an adhesive by 
chemical reaction* Which may be condensation,       .J 
polymerisation, or vulcanisation; usually % 
accomplished by th<9 action of heat and catalyst, 
alone or in combination, with or without pressure:. 

Curing Tq^pey^t^re - See Temperature, Curing 

Qi-.rJng T;L%e - See Time, Curing % 
a 
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§S&i&8ASX.i n°   ' * substance, generally laving some adhesive 
action, added to an adhesive to reduce the amount 
of the primary binder required per unit area? 
(See also Binder and Filler). 

> - 
r. 

, n* - A relatively non-adhesive substance added t© an 
adhesive to improve its working properties, 
permanence, strength, or other qualities*  (See 
also Binder and Extender)* 

it 

<SBTl 
SB* 

SeJL, n« - A semisolid system consisting of a network of solid 
aggregates in which liquid is held* 

.Qslalifi&i *>• - Formation of a gel. 

Glue, no - Originallyy a hard gelatin obtained from hides, 
tendons, cartilage, bones, ete<> of animals., 
Also, an adhesive prepared from this substance 
by heating with waters Through general use the 
term is now synonymous with the term "adhesive"- 
(See also Adhesive, rfacilage, Paste, and Sizing) 

Qluj&i Vc - See Bond* v0 

Gum, n« • Any of a class of colloidal substances, exuded by 
or prepared from plantJ, 3ticky when moist, 
composed of complex carbohydrates and organic 
aeids, which are soluble or swell in watero 
(See also Adhesive, Glue, Resin) 

Nofce« - The term ram is sometimes used loosely 
to denote various materials that exhibit guncuy 
characteristics under certain conditions, for 
example, gum balata, gum benzoin and gum 
asphaltua* Gams are included by  3om» in the 
category of natural ry^insc 

<m&m$£? n< - A substance or mixture of substances added to 
an adhesive to promote or control the curing 
reaction by taking part in Ito The term is also 
used to designate a substance added to control 
tns 'iegrw€ 01 ri«rctiies5 0.1 
also Catalyst)* 

i 
- 

• 

" 

•• 

U>1<5    UUi'CU    i XXfQ'- uet* 

flnt-Settlng Adhesive - See Adhesive,  Hot-Setting. 
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iuiLV&i.t^*:t n» " A sabstanee whieh slows down chemical reaction* • 
Inhibitors are sometimes used in certain types of 
adhesives to prolong storage or working life-j 

emneratura Setting Adfrfffryf - See Adhesive, 
Jiterraediate Temperature Setting* 

The location at ^hieh two adhsrends are held 
together with a layer of adhesive (See also 
Bond* no) 

Joint...Aging Tfrme - See Time, Joint Conditioning. 

Joint Conditioning JJJM - See Time, Joint Conditioning« 1 
i 

;JL2A£1O i&£ • A Joint made by placing one adherend partly over     * 
another and bonding together the overlapped portions • • 
f^Att  «1«*.  T_,4~4.    C~ *      ^ '•! 

iLfiiEks Scarf - A joint made by cutting away similar angular       1 
segments of two adherends and bonding the adherends 
with the cut areas fitted together. (See also Joint, 
Lap) 

&&*&$ §£a£53iZ  * A Joint Which has an insufficient amount of 
adhesive to produce a satisfactory bondo 

Note * This condition may result froa too thin a 
spread to fill the gap between the adherends-,, 
excessive penetration of the adhesive into the 
adherend* too ;hort an assembly time, or the 
use of excessive pressure. 

LaminateT n» - A product made by holding together two or more 
layers of material or materials. (Sae also 
Laminatedy Cross and Laminated, Parallel*) 

Lgjolnata•• v; = To unite layers of material with adhesive. 

i§JE.lliS^*-i?i4$ rt« * The process of preparing a laminate. Also., 
any layer in a laminate- 

LamXCfp,t * ft lf Qrnna. - A laminate in which some or  the layers of 
material are oriented at right angles to the 
remaining layers with respect to the grain or 
strongest direction in tension. (See also Laminated", 
rBraiicx;» 

1 

• 

i 
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Notes Balanced construction of the laminaiions 
about the center line of the thickness of the 
laminate <U. normally assumed., 

Lamina teg.. Parallel - A laminate in which all the layers of 
rnaterl«l »re oriented approximately parallel 
with respect to the grain or strongest direction 
in tension-: (s«p also laminated- Cross s.) 

1&&J.Q&S& - See Joint, lap. 

Mechanlcajl Adhasj.cn - See Adhesion, Mechanical, and Adhesion 
Specific. 

Monowef, n.e - A relatively simple compound idhich ccm react to 
form a polymer• (See also Polymer*) 

&&£&&££? n" "" An adhesive prepared from a gum and water,. Also 
in a more general sense* a liquid adhesive which 
has a low order of bonding strength* (See also 
Adhesive <, Glue, Paste, aiid Si sing <>) 

JSgSS&S&t **• 0> A phenolic~al3ehydie resin which, unless a 
source of methylene groups i.; addeii, remains 
permanently thermoplastic. (See also Resinoid 
and Thermoplastic.) 

OffiJgH AatlflTqUy. .Ilfflg " See Time, Assembly 

Parallel Laminated - See Laminated, Parallel. 

1 
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£&&$«.* n0 •• An adhesive composition having a characteristic 
plastic--type consistency, that is, a high order 

ed of yield value, such as that of a paste prepay 
by heating s mixture of staroh and water and 
subsequently coolihg the hydrolyged product. 
(See also Adhesive* Olue, Huci-lage, and Sizing.) 

tv**; ftXyCfln&ftagfiUgfl - S*« Condensation 

JfelySaits n°   • A compound formed by tie reaction of simple 
r^oji.ecul** havins jftsnctionsl   pyonns which permit 
their combination to proceed to higi mulesular 
veights under suitable conditions'     Polymers -nay 
be formed by polymerizetion (addition polymer) 
or polvcondensation (condensation polymer)o 
When two or mere monomers are involved,  the 
product is called a copolymer* 

12V 
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?ojyn>fei L?.at%o »» p.o - A chemical reaction it; which the molecules. 
of & monomer are Jinked together to form, large 
raoleeulas whose molecular weight is a raxltiple 
of that of the original substance* When two or 
more monomers are involved 9  the process AS cabled 
copolymerigallon or hc-teropolynserifc?|.t.io!i- (See 
also Condensation*) 

myil,? - See Working Llf*9 

AtflLttUT'l^Senflltlv Adhesive - See Adhesive, Pressure-Sensitive. 

Begin. «<> - Any of a slass of solid or semi -solid organic 
products of natural or  synthetic originj 
generally of hirh molesular weight with rm 
definite melting pointe  (See also Gum,*} 

ii£$g: Resins are generally water-insoluble 
and have little or~no tendency to crystallireo 
However, certain resins, such n.?  some polyvinyl 
alcohols and polyscollates, are readily 
disperslhls la water• and others? tiuuh as 
polyaraides and polyvlnylldene chloride, are 
readily orystalllzedc 

££&&<&*» n. - Any of the class of thenuosett*ng synthetic 
resins, either in the:lr initial temporarily 
fusible stat* or in their final infusible state. 
(Sec also Noyolafc and Thermosattingo) 

Betarc>r • Sec Inhibitor 

ROOD '\;H n«vr«tnr» S*tti IF Adhesivi 
Temperature Setting. 

-- ^ *.«   v  • -  -  - W '  1 '- 9   *• «WU1 

Rosin, ri3 - A resin obtained as a. residue in the distillation 
of crude turpentine f.-or? the spp of the pin tree 
sguw rosin) or from a' extract ov the stumpn Mad 
other parts of the tree (wood rosin)o 

Scarf Sufo% - See Joint> Scarf 

£*i.C.:5.!}:AjQ£» adjo - See Seif-Vuicaairing 

Self -•/.;: aap^y.ingf adj 0   -  Pertaining io en adhesive whlcn 
undergoes vulcanization without the application 
of heste 
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Separate Apnftlcatioa Adhesive, - Bee Adhesive,  Sepnrst* 
Application. 

2i& -  '' •>      To convert an adnesive into a fixed or hardened H*r 

state by chemical or physical action* such as 
condensation,, polymerization, oxidation* 
vulcanization, gelation, hydratisn, or 
evaporation of volatile const!*~jents. (See 
also Cure and Dry<>) 

Setflftf feranerfltpye • S»e Temperature • Sotting 

S&&SJ&.. ;&B6 - se® Tim«» Setting 

S&SAZJL<S& *  See Storage Lire 

Msg.feS...-.i3afiad "J s^e Spread 

Sijeg, a.. - See Sizing 

Siting. ii= • The process of applying a material on a surface 
in order to fill pores and thus reduce the 
absorption of the subsequently applied adhesive 
or coating or to otherwise modify the surface 
properties of the substrate to improve the 
adh&sioiic Also, the material us»d for this 
purposeo The latter is sometimes called Sise« 

Specftflr: Adhesion - See Adhesion, Specific and Adhesion«, 
Mechanicalo 

Spread. nB ••   The Quantity of adhesive ?#•?  nni*; joint area 
applied to an adherent.- It is preferably 
expressed in pounds of liquid or :ioiid adhesive 
per thousand square feet, of joine area« 
1, Single Spread refers to application of 

adhesive to only one adherend of a joint* 
2. Doable Spread refers to application of 

adhesive to both sfiherends of a jointo 

Storage   ^jLf|i •« The perioa of time dur:.ni> which a packaged" 
adhesive can be stored under specified temperature 
conditions and remain suitable for use. Sometimes 
called Shelf Life.    (S»-?e also Working Life,) 

Starved  Jofrnft  - See Joint, Starved* 
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Stickinens of an Adhesive. 
Not* This property i: 
rcSxa^airce TO CITG.IT aiv: 
or defoliation occurring 
surroundings or at the ii 
adhesive stil1 exhibits \ 
f 1 ow . ~h e mea sur ed va luc 
temperature,   fi3ra thickn? 

easured as the pull 
sion witnout failure 
in the adherend 
terfaee while the 
i.scous or plastic 
may vary with time 

«t e ,  a if J» . 

The property of certain arhesives» particular-.y 
non-vulcanizing rubber achesivess to adhere on 
contact to themselves at e stags in the evaporation 
of volatile constituents oven though ihey soem 
dry to the toucho tSonistlmes called Aggressive 
Tacko 

I 

i 
s 

T&Q&, ^c\;,r.g  The period of time in *hich an adhesive will 
?eaain in the tacky-dry londition after application 
to an adherent* under specified conditions of 
temperature and htimidity. 

TacK"D/vt adjo - Pertaining to the cordition of an adhesive whe^f 
the volatile constituent: have evaporated or been 
absorbed sufficiently co leave it in s desirod 
tneky state-, 

Streng^i, pry * The strength of ar sores*Ve 3oini determined 
immediately after -drying under specified 
conditions cr after a period of conditioning 
in the standard laboratory atmosphere. (See 
also Strength. V/eto) 

itomfL&ji W£* The strength of an adhesive joint determined 
immediately after reracTS.2  froa a liquid in which 
it has been irastersed under specified condition 
of time* temperature and pressureo 

Note;    The term is comraordy used alone to 
deaTgnate strength after iEmersion in 'A*atsr~ 
In the latex adhesives the term is also used to 
describe the ^oint strength when the udherenda 
er« brought together with the adhesive still in 
the wet stateo 

Substratef n» - A material upon the si 
containing substance is s 
such as bonding or coatir 
ndherend?     (3 ee also Adhf 

rface of which an adhesive 
pre«d for any purpose* 
g<,    A broader tei-si '.ban 
rend). 

;s* 

t 
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i 
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Temperature. Curing - The temperature to which an adhesive or 
\ ' an assembly is euSjecteS te cure the adhesive* 
i (See «lsc Temperature, Drying and Temper&tur©, 
I tUttlniO 

- 1? - * 

i 
Not* 1 The temperature attained by the adhesive in 
tEe process of curing it (adhesive curing tempera- 
ture) may differ from the temperature of the 
atmosphere surrounding th* aB^embl1* (siseablv 

! f curing temoerstur*e;> 
i 

T 

II 

I 

» 

Temperature»Dryftflg - The temperature to which an adhesive on 
'i an adherend or in an assembly or the assembly 
! f itself is subjected to dry the adhesive* (See 

also Temperature, Curing and Temperature, Setting-) 

Sfilfit The temperature attained by the adhesive 
in the process of drying it (adhesive drying 
temperature) may differ from the temperature 
of the stmosphers surrounding the assembly 
(assembly drying temperature;* 

Temperature» j2£tL$JL&£ • The temperature to whieh an adhesive or 
an assembly is subjected to set the adhesive* 

II (See also Temperature» Curing and Temperature• 
)] Drying,} 
1 i Hotel The temperature attained by the adhesive 
I in the process of setting it (adhesive setting 

|l 
1 

temperature) may differ frois the temperature 
I of the atmosphere surrounding the assembly 

(assembly setting temperatsri 

Thermoplastic ad^e - Capable of Veing repeated softened by 
heat and hardened by coolingo 

Thermoplastic^ n« - A material which will repeatedly soften 
when heated and harden when cooledo 

Thermosefr, adj» - Pertaining to the state of a resin in which 
it is relatively infusible» 

xhermosej; f  n« - A material which will undergo or has undergone 
a  chemical reaction by the action of heati 
catalysts, ultraviolet light, etCo, leading 
to a relatively Infusible state.. 
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&&S2£S££&iltft a-w- * Having the property of undergoing a 
chesioal reaction by tha action of heat, catalystsf 
ultraviolet light, etc., leading to a relatively * 
infusible stateo 

XISs» .4*sfcfflbly •» Th* tisse interval between the spreading of 
the adhesive on the adnerend and the application 
of prepare or hsai, or both, to the assemblyo 

Notgs For  assemblies involving multiple layers 
or parts, tlie assembly time begins with the 
spreading of the adhesive on the first adherendo 

1» Open Assembly Time is the time interval bstweer* 
the sprosdirif: of the ndhesive on the adherend 
and the eoa»pl£tier, o? assembly ©f the parts 
for bondingo 

2* Ciossd Assembly Time is the time interval 
between completion of assembly of the parts 
for bonding and ihu application of pressure 
or heat, or both, to the assembly. 

Time? Cujring * The period of time during which an assembly is 
subjected to heat or pressure* or both* to cure 
the adhesivec (See also Ti*aet Drying,'Time5 
Joint Conditioning5 and Time, Settings} 

gotfl s Further ake plaae after removal 

I£zsg» £rxUg 

of the assembly from the conditions of heat or 
pressure, or both? see Time, Joint Conditioningo 

The period of time during which en adhesive on 
an adherend or an assembly is allowed to dry with 
or without the application of heator pressuree 
pr both© (See also Time, Curing j Time, .ioiut 
Conditioning5 and Time« Setting*) 

JjJUfi, J^ija^£cj3dJJ.icj3ifiS - The **«• interval between th*^ 
removal of the joint from the conditions of hsat 
or pressure, or both, used to accomplish bonding 
and the attainment of approximately maximum bond 
strengtho Sometimes called Joing Aging Time0 

£&L£» Settjfyg - The perioa of time during which an assembly is 
subjected to heat or pressure, pr both, to set 
the adhesiveo (See all so Time, uringj Time, Joint 
Conditioning; and, Tims, Dryingo) 
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I I 
I i 
! ! 3&*3£&lJ&3iiS&» &• " A chemical reaction In which tbe physical 

prc-p?r£iae of a rubber are changed in the direction 
j j of decreased plastic flowf less surface tackiness, 

and increased tensile strength by reacting it with - 
sulfur or other suitable agents* (See also Self- 
Vulcanizing*) i I 

\ I 
i i 
I i 
i i 

fr>t..S?r»nyth - See Strength, V/ei. 

i 

i { 
i I 

i : 

i 

If 

YulgfiftlgQi v. -To subject to vulcanisation. 

Warp-Setting Adhesive - See Adhesive. Warm-Setting 

Vpftu SflJJma - *«e rapturing of wood fibers in strength tests 
on bonded specimens, usually expressed as the 
percentage or the  total area involved which snows 

I such failure., 

¥o«->d Vep,oxer - A thin sheet of wood, generally within the 
thietoi£3s range of 0e01 to 0«:-?5 in»f to be used 
in a laminate- 

Wording Iftfe - The period of time during which an adhesive, 
f^fter mixing  with catalyst $ solvent, or other 
compounding ingredients, remains suitable for 

j use0 (See also Storage Life») 
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